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INTRODUCTION 
The development of the art of a people is closely 
inter-woven with the history and society of that group; 
~he histories and societies of communities are very near-
ly parallel in the steps of human progress - even taldng 
into consideration the canplex cumulative character of 
progress and the subsequent advantages of later civiliza-
tions over old; so that, viewed as a whole or in sections, 
each normal development of art goes through fundamental 
states true alike in every other normal art-developmEnt. 
Art reflects in its development the society which pro-
duces it . For example, the evolution of art in the state 
of Missouri reflects the society which produced it, sub-
ject, of course, to the influence of previous art-evolution 
and the contemporary art with whic4 it has had contacts. 
World art reflects the society of mankind throughout the 
ages . Each civilization, or segment thereof, in its turn 
- or simultaneously with another - produces and offers to 
the world its art . Through its art a eivilization give~ 
of its individuality and, if another art in its evolu-
tion has reached a point at which it can be sensitive to 
it, the essence of that individuality given may act upon 
that art which may, as a result, be enriched. 
CHAPTER I 
GENERAL BACKGROUND 
The F.gyptians show by their art that they possessed 
keen observational powers and tbat their thinking was 
orderly. Perhaps the monotony of the deserts and long 
horizontal plains was partly responsible for their inabilit
y 
to rise above their_antiquated conventions to freedom. 
With death ever in their minds as their future, they adorne
d 
their tombs, their pennanent dwellings . This primitive 
gift to art could not have been other t han dignified, and 
we have from the Egyptians in thei r monuments an unsurpasse
d 
technical skill. 
In direct contrast to the :Egyptians the Greeks, lov-
ers of life and of the beautiful, were _eager f or progress. 
Geographically, Greece presented diversified topography 
and climate. Small, almost isolated districts grouped the 
people into cities. Hellenistic art glorified the city-
state . Not cowed by any despotic government the Greek's 
instinct of liberty gave vent to the growth of Rationalism,
 
4. 
that highly-prized Hellenistic gift to humanity. Their art 
shows their rationalism in its simplicity, its ease and 
freedom, its content of only what was essential and perma-
nent, its sense of balance and proportio~. Above ~l else, 
however, the Greeks' gift is the intangible soul and spirit 
1 
of the artist. · 
Christianity, more strongly than any other factor, 
infiuenced the trend of the art of the Mid dle Ages. Its 
geographic scope was greater and being greater was, of 
course, more diversified in character. - Being more diversified 
in character and of greater scope, the geographic and 
climatic influence were of minor importance to the mediaeval 
art as a ·whole. The visible Church, in its attanpt to glor-
ify God, dominated and directed art - as it did, in fact, 
other human activities - and the art produced was lilnited 
to that whieh the monasteries encourage~. A noble art, 
high-minded, austere, and religious, evolved . The .Gothic 
cathedral's vertical lines express the restless, upreach-
ing feeling of the Mi ddl e Ages. Here are inspirat ion and 
myste;y expressed , and the stained or pain~ed glass of 
these cathedrals is deep and rich in color - its radiant 
beauty gives a feeling of exaltation. Finally, the high 
l. 
Gardner, Helen . Art Through the Ages. p .134. New York, 
Harcourt, Brace~- Company, [cl926] 506p . 
attainment, as it were, became the beginning of decadence. 
During the Renaissance , the rebirth of art meant the 
glorification of the despot princes, through their palaces 
- public and private, and their churches. In Italy the re-
birth gave delight in life. There abounded greater freedom 
of thought, a development of the individual as opposed to 
the mediaeval emphasis on the comm.unity with disregard for 
the individual. Italian Renaissance paintings were relig-
ious in subject matter and exhibited eagerness and vivacity 
which might be expected in a country rich in the colors 
and forms of nature. The Florentine artists were draughtsmen 
and to them mod em. art may go for accuracy of drawing and 
details; the Venetians were color artists, expert in the 
2 
handling of rich light and shade. Italy led the way 
in the Renaissance revival, then the other European coun-
tries gave it widespread curr ency. It was an age of travel 
and discovery: Marco Polo and Columbus were the outstand-
ing explorers. So modernity was approached and art, as other 
activities, showed marked changes. 
Rich as the gifts handed down to us are, and as 
2. 
Gardner, Helen. Art Through the Ages. p.284. New York, 
Harcourt, Brace & Company, ~1926] 506p. 
u. 
capable of perfect synthesism as they seem to be for fur-
ther evolution of art and beauty, the artists of these 
great creative periods did not have the privilege and 
freedom, so dear to all real artists, of expressing them-
selves - their own pers anal whims. It remained for 
democracy to demand an art that would mean this freedom · 
for the artist - an art within the comprehension of every-
body; an art eKpressing mankind, all mankind whether rich 
or poor, lowly or great; an art that would satisfy these 
da~ands and yet remain dignified art. 
The year 1800 A.D. marks the beginning of modern 
3 
painting . Before 1800 and following the Gothic Age, the 
art of a country showed strongly marked national traits. 
The excellence of Spanish painting lay in its exgµisite 
color harmonies. Much modern art has been strongly influ-
enced by Velasquez and his su btle use of grays, blacks, 
4 
and silver in harmony. Small pictures t o f'i t into the 
modest home - from Holland art - with fine painting, 
representation of homelike interiors, and portrayal of 
3. 
MacFall, Haldane . A History of Painting . Vol . VIII, p.3. 
Boston, D. D. Nickerson and Company. (1911.J 8v. 
4. 
Gardner, Helen . Art Through the Ages. p.320. New York , 
Harcourt , Brace & Company, @1926.J 506p. 
character and customs have been of a kind that would as¢s~ 
in ·the satisfying of democracy's demand. Nationalism -is, 
however, in Dutch painting as strongl y marked as in any 
other country. Brilliant, robust color and the perfection 
of minut e detail marks strictly Flemish art. To the iFJ.em-5 
ish is owed a debt for the perfecting of the oil medium. 
England did not contribute much art to the world until 
6 
the eighteenth century. Then it was mainly portraiture 
and in the days of the American Revolution and our early 
independence, the art of America was, naturally, an• out-
growth of the portraiture of England and could not, 
therefore, be called truly American. The art of France 
before 1800 was chaotic and had as many rapid changes of a~yle 
as France had changes of rulers. There was revolt and 
counter-revolt. A classical movement was strong for a time 
against the frivolous art of the ruling class. Then Roman-
ticism, toward the end of the Revolution, weakened the 
classicism until finally in the second half of the nine-
teenth century a return to naturalism, as opposed to the ? 
tyranny of the Academy, gave to modern art the Impressionists . 
5. 
Gardner, Helen. Art Through the Ages. p.330. New York, 
Harcourt, Brace & Company, (el9 26J 506p. 
6. 




GRAPmc ART IN THE NINEI'EENTH CENTORY 
During the nineteenth century the leadership in paint -
ing fluctuated between England and France. The early part 
of the century found the interest centered in the strong 
8 
landscape school of English art. Turner and Constable were 
the most ·noteworthy exponents of the English landscape 
school. Previous to the development of this school there 
had been less emphasis on landscape painting than on most 
other phases of painting with the exception of Italy -
which did not excel in landscape, and Holland - which did 
produce some noteworthy landscape work. Out of door paint-
ing with an attempt to paint sunlight was at this time 
first becoming popular • .American artists were impressed 
with the tendency toward landscape painti ng and found 
source of inspiration from its .Engli sh masters and also 
from the French. They recognized the natural beauty of the 
8. 
Beinach, s. Apollo. p. 321. New York, Charles Seri bner' s • 
Sons, @1921} 350p. 
~. 
land here and since then th~ landscape mastery has been 
a favorite choice of .. study amPng .American artists. In 
France the Barbizon painters were the artists who follow-
ed the trend toward landscape and genre painting and such 
was the interest evinced in their work that the center of 
interest was shff'ted from England to France toward the middle 
9 
of the nineteenth century. Corot, the poet-painter, was 
one of the best of the Barbizon group and his followers 
in America and elsewhere have been very numerous. 
The pastoral paintings depicting the home-life of 
the sixties of England c~aimed the center of intere~t for 
10 
England again for a brief period and then the leadership 
was acknowledged to France in the artistic domain and re-
mained there . There were several reasons for this: France was 
more consistently active in art than was any other country; 
America was too busy with its wild, undeveloped country and 
natural obstacles to conquer to be very act ive, as a 
country, in the production of art; and Eur9pean countries 
other than France were inactive . Since France was the ac-
knowledged leader, .the artists of Europe and America were 
9 . 
MacFall, Haldane • • A History of Painting. Vol . VIII, p.91 
Bos ton, D. ·D. Nickerson and Company. [J.91:iJ Sv. 
10 . 
ibid . p.100 
trained there. As a r esult the art of the world has been 
becoming cosmopolitan and the national traits have been 11 
disappearing - at least, they have become l ess marked . 
The modern art - the cosmopolitan - is the art of 
America and has been from the early part of the nineteenth 
century to the present. It was not until toward the time 
of the Civil War tha t any art that might be cal.led real 
.American art had begUE. to develop . Missouri has always 
been truly American . issouri's early literature was some 
of the f irst really .American literature produced and so, 
perhaps, her early art was some of the f irst real .American 
art. Too far from either coast to be strongly influenced by 
any foreign nation, Miasouri is in many ways the mos,t 
typically American state of the United States . To trace 
her art-development, then, will be a strictly American 
proc edure - filled with ha sh i ps, hornliness, romance, 
colorful adventures, poetry , and beauty . The procedure 
will be strictly .American only in so far as any develop-
ment could be strictly national in a world of so many 
interdependencies . 
In the preceding paragraphs it has been pointed out 
that geogravhy, that is, the natural setting, and history 
11. 
Magonigle, H. Van Buren. The Nature, Practice and History 
of Art . New York, Charles Scribner's Sons . [cl924J p . 291-310. 
are very influential factors in the normal development of 
the art of a community. There is a strong parallelism 
between the art-developments afore-mentioned and that of 
Missouri. The development of graphic art in Misscuri has 
been normal. Its normalcy has been due very largely to 
the picturesqueness of the natural background and to the 
ruggedness and romance of its history. Of interest to us 
in this dissertation, then, is - and may it be said that 
the specific problem of this thesis is to show - the way 
in which these geographic and historic factors have in-
fluenced art-development in Missouri, the art which 
evolved, and its trend. 
CH.APTER III 
THE NATURAL SETTING FOR 'l'HE ART OF MISSOURI 
In historic i mportance among the states Missouri has 
as rivals only Virginia, the "Mother of States", and Massa-
chusetts . In all the Union there can be -found no state 
which has had a more graphic history and, in as much as 
Missouri was the natural gateway to the great West, historic 
events have taken place in Missouri that could not do other 
than exert a significant influence on the development of 
a strong, sincere art . 
These events could n t have bad a more artistic set-
ting than ,Iissouri' s hills, prairies, and timberlands; 
dissouri's s treams , rivers, and river-banks. In the sruth 
and southwest there is inspiration in the scenery of the 
classic Ozark hills. Rocky gorges of exquisite beauty , if 
not of awe-inspiring dimensions, lend their charm and 
color. Missouri Ozarks f orm one of the beauty spots of ttle 
.Americas - oalled by ·ssourians, at least, God's country. 
Perhaps the people of Missouri may be pardoned f'or their 
pride by those who have empathized in the sunrise or the 
sunset on a river in the foothills of the Ozarks, or in a 
winding drive around the wooded hillsides on a glorious 
October day. The lack of underbrush in the forests gives 
the hills a pleasant park-like appearance. 
Along the streams are found beautif'ul beaches of 
clean white sand. They lead back to grassy slopes lined 
with trees . The variety of trees in Missouri is astonish-
ing . stately elms -and giant sycamores, great walnuts, stur-
dy oaks , maples , ash, and hickory abound. Native red cedars 
dot the landscape. More than a third of Missouri is wood-
land. It is a luxuriant land and happy songs of wild birds 
fill the air with harmonious music. 
The majestic Mississippi river, the "Father of Waters", 
forms the eastern boundary of the state. The Missouri river 
divides the state into nort and south portions . Along the 
Missouri river· are many steep bluffs . Eastward from the 
central part of the state these bluffs break down and broad-
en out into bottom lands . North of the Missouri river lies 
a great green rolling region of upland prairie. All of these 




Simpich, Frederick. Missouri, Mother of the West . The 
National Geographi c Magazine·, Vol . :xLIII, p . 421-460 . April 1923. 
The early issouri animal painters found, besides the 
buffalo , an abundance of deer, bears, olves, panthers, 
wild cats, wild turke s, and various small gane . illi 
Henry Howe was one of the earliest of the s souri animal 
painters who found these na ti ve animals of interest to 
paint . 
CHAPTER IV 
THE HISTORIC SETTING FOR THE ART OF MISSOURI 
Picture against the geographic background of Missouri 
such an event as the "Indian Attack on the Village of 
Saint Louis, l?SOtt • Oscar E. Berninghaus,- a contemporary 
Missouri artist, has portrayed the attack vividly in his 
picture by that title in the Soldiers and Sailors Museum 
of the Missouri State Capitol at Jefferson City . A careful 
survey and study of the decorations of the Capitol would 
not only be both profitable and enjoyable from an aesthetic 
viewpoint, but it would also p.L'esent in graphic form the 
history of Mias ruri. 
A partial description here of the Capitol will give 
the historic background for Missouri's art-development, 
in as much as the subject for all of the decorations there-
in is "Missouri" . These decorations include pie tures and 
other graphic representation of Missouri's legends, Mis-
souri's history , and her men and women . Missouri's cities, 
country, landscapes, and rivers are pictured . There are 
.LV o 
exemplifications of Missouri in war and in peace . Missouri's 
achievements as a state, and her sons who have been distin-
guished , are recorded as only graphic art can record for 
the many. In short, Missouri has been graphically recorded 
in the new State Capitol Building at all stages of her ex-
istence and develo_pment, even including some of her ideals 
and ideas visible, otherwise, to only those intimately 
concerned and visionary enough to perceive them. Few events 
in Missouri's colorful history are left untold by painting, 
tapestry, stained glass windows, or sculpturing . The Cap-
itol building, With its decorations, is a worthy addition 
to the Fine Arts of any country and may be fittingly in-
cluded in a history o:f Missouri's art. It is renaissance 
in style, classic, symmetric, with fluted columns having 
Corinthian capitals, and with an unusually beautiful dome . 
Pure white, crystalline, limes ~one, marble of Carthage, 
Missouri, was \Wed in the construction of the Capitol. 
This stone bas a hard texture and is very durable. 
The north frieze :faces the Missouri River. This river 
was for many generations used as the best means of travel 
between the East and the West . "On its bluffs mound build-
ers raised memorials to their dead. Upon its waters for 
centuri es Indians passed to and fro . Up this stream the 
white man's civilization crune. Fitting, therefore, that 
this frieze should represent an allegory of the changing 
civilizations, should show how the best of the old order 
13 
was replaced by the best of' the new." Herman A. McNeil, 
N. A., sculptor of New York, has shown in relief' on the 
north frieze, "Primitive Man", "From Generation to Gen-
eration", "Missouri Welcoming the Culture from the East", 
"Missouri, Mother of the West", ttAboriginal Religious 
Development", and "The High Point of Aboriginal Intellec-
tual Development". 
The south frieze was executed by Al&xander Sterling 
Calder, N. A., sculptor of New York. It is 138 feet by 6 
feet in size and represents in relief the history of' Mis -
souri summarized in its t ypical periods and dramatic 
episodes. 
The art of Frank Brangwyn, R. A. , of London, England 
- one of the greatest mural painters in the world - was 
procured for the decorations of the Great Dome of the, Cap-
itol. His title for all four panels is "Missouri in Four 
Great Historical Periods". There is, as always in Brang-
wyn' s murals, beautiful color. In this instance the scheme 
is of bright blue and gold, with deep, rich, orange added 
13. 
Pickard, Jobn. Report of the Capitol Decorations Com-
mission, 191?-1928. p.3?. [Jefferson City, Missouri , The 
Hugh Stephens Press, 1928] . 15lp. 
where most effective. The periods depicted are: "The His-
toric Landing", "The Pioneers", "The Home Makers", and 
"The Builders". The eye o:f the dome Brangwyn bas deco ra-
ted in shades of blue and gold: Mother Earth tyPifies 
Agriculture, Commerce is a merchant who is holding in his 
hands a ship model, Science is pictured as a draped figure 
surrounded by many of the implements of science, and Edu-
cation is a draped figure in the foreground of the fourth 
panel, With a large globe in the background. The four 
panels of the lower dome Brangwyn has fill-e,d with decora-
tive murals illustrative of man's uses of the four elements, 
"Earth", "Water", "Fire", and t1Air", each element provid.ing 
the subject for a separate p anel. 
There are four small domes on the Capitol, each one 
with space for f our panel decorations and these have all 
been decorated by Allen T. True, a rtist of Denver, Colorado. 
The panels of the northeast dome are the picturization of 
some of the life in Missouri from the landing of Laclede 
in 1?62 to the Louisiana Purchase. The fir.st panel illus-
trates "The Aborigines": the sec ond, "The Missionary 
Explorer": the third, "Spanish Governors": and the fourth, 
''Early River Men" . The panels of the southeast dome depict 
life during the p_eriod from the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 
to the year 1830. They are: "A Pioneer Mother" , ttThe Free 
Trapper", "The Bourgeois or Facteur", and "The Buf'falo 
Hunter or 'Skin Hunter' "• Outstanding Missouri interests 
from 1830 to 1850 are subjects for the decorative panels 
of the southwest dome. "The Freighter" is the fi rat panel, , 
"The Railroad Builder'' is the second, and the third and 
fourth illustrate their respective titles of ''The Cattle 
Man" and "The River Pilot". "The Miner", "The Builder, or 
Construction .Engineer", "The Scientist", and "The Machinist" 
are the very familiar sounding modern titles of the equally 
modern panels of the northwest dome which brings us down 
to the present from the 1850 of the southwest dome. 
A beautiful painted window and nmrals in the Senate 
represent five periods o~ Missouri history. In each period 
the important achievements of the t ime have been aptly 
expressed by the deeds of sane of the outstanding and dis-
tinguished makers of Missouri hi t ory. The artist of the 
four panels, Richard E. Miller, N. A., who is a na t ive of 
Saint Louis, Missouri, also designed t h e window. The win-
dow is over the east gallery above the chair of the 
presiding officer and bas for its subject the "Landing of 
DeSoto". The panels, or murals, present in graphic form 
"Daniel Boone at the Judgment Tree"; "Presiden t Jefferson 
Greeting Lewis and Clark" on their return frOill! exploring 
the great northwest territory purchased from France,, known 
as the Louisiana Purchase; "Benton's Speech at st. Lo
uis, 
1849"; and "Frank Blair's Speech at Louisiana, Missour
i, 
1866tt . 
The Senate Lounge has its. walls beautified· and ·its 
restfulness enhanced by wall tapestries woven speciall
y 
for it with the subjects chosen consistent with quiet 
meditation. Peaceful occupations are pictured in soft
 
colors. There are four large panels and several small
er 
ones. The smaller ones have no large themes worked ou
t in 
units but consist simply of objects suggestive of occu
pa-
tions and indu~tries which have had a part in Missouri
's 
history. The flintlock and powder horn, the candle la
ntern 
with pi ck and shovel, the agriculturist's scythe and f
ork, 
the anchor and steering wheel of a river steamboat; su
ch 
are the symbols of Missouri's activit ies woven into th
e 
smaller tapestries. The four main panels are each fiv
e 
feet wide and eleven and one-half feet long. "River T
raffic" 
shows in the foreground a pioneer plowing with oxen an
d 
in the background t he Missouri River with a steamboat 
in 
view. "Santa Fe Trail" has in its background, but also
 as 
its center of interest, a stage and covered wagon. In
 i t s 
very near foreground there are hunters grouped before 
a 
campfire. Against a background of Indians engaged in 
the 
chase, there is brought out a log cabin and a hun t er w
ho 
is skinning a deer which is swung from a tree, and this 
third picture is called "The Fur Trade". The fur trade is 
one of t e factors which made St. Louis the great city it 
is today. "Lead Mining" shows early Frenchmen - of whom 
there were many in the pioneer days of Missouri - and these 
Frenchmen are hoisting with a windlass lead nuggets from 
a prospect hole. The largest lead mi ning district in the 
world is to be found in southeast Mis.souri. All of the ' 
tapestries, both large and small, have borders fonned of 14 
different species or wild flowers found in the state. 
The tapestry form of decoration for walls takes us back 
to the Middle Ages of Europe when the rough walls needed 
their ugliness hidden and cold weather needed to be kept 
out by the use of wall hangings. 
The decorations of the House of Representatives have 
been dedicated to the glory of Missour · in war and in peace. 
"The Glory of Missouri in War" is a great pai nting by 
Charles Hoffbauer, an artist of Paris, France, whose 
ancestors came from Alsace. It is a wonderfully vital 
painting and covers one end wall of the room. "The Glory 
14. 
such tapestries are designed by a drawing i n color, full 
size. The warp is laid over the design and sk illed work-
men, with yarns of various hues at hand, weave and knot, 
in the exact form and color of the design, over it . It is 
a slow and laborious process and four workmen are required 
months for one like those described in this thesis. 
of Missouri in Peace" is pictured in a large mosaic gl
ass 
window opposite "The Glory of Missouri in War". On ea
ch 
side of the room are be utiful stained glass windows w
hich 
represent in concrete illustration such abstract title
s 
as Liberty, Equality, Law, Justice, Fraternity, Progre
ss, 
Honor, Truth, Virtue, arid Charity - these ten being ch
osen 
as the ten greatest characteristics of Democracy. 
The second floor corridor is given over to the graph-
i~ representation of some of the interesting, specific
, 
incidents in the history of Missouri. There are twent
y-two 
lunettes in this group, so perhaps it will be sufficie
nt 
to dwell on only those which have been painted by Miss
ouri 
artists in this instance, since they are the only ones
 
· which can be termed strictly Missourian and our theme
 is 
Missouri art. Some of those not menti oned specificall
y 
herein are wonderful achievements and powerful. There
 are 
three by the well-known artist, E. Irvi ng Couse, N. A.
, of 
New York and Taos, New Mexico, and these feature India
ns. 
All of these lunettes are twelve feet by six feet in s
ize. 
Richard E. Mille~ has sha.vn the costumes and ac cessori
es 
true to life and the times in his lunette, "The Assemb
ly 
of the Legislature at St. Charles in June, 1821" . "Ear
ly 
Lead Mining in Washington Cowity" by Oscar E. Berningh
aus, 
an outstanding, contemporary, Missouri artist, shows a
gain 
the nnportance of lead mining in the early eighteenth cen-
tury . Two other lunettes in the corridor by Berninghaus 
&:;jo..J . 
are "Old St e. Genevieve11 and "Herculaneum". Ste. Gen.evi eve 
was the first permanent settlement in Missouri. It is si t-
uated on the Mississippi River . The picture shows its chief 
industry, mining , and the rolling hills back of tbe town. 
In the foreground are accurate types of people and their 
mode of dress, also their mode of transportation and river 
activity . Herculaneum is south of st . Louis on the oo.nks 
of the Mississippi between two limestone bl~ffs a mile 
apart. Its historic distinction is due to its activity in 
the making of shot for the War of 1812. In the early nine-
teenth century it was engaged also in the shipping of furs 
and in mining . 
As befitting the nature of its scope of interest, the 
lunettes in the Resources Museum oi the Capitol are paint-
ings which illustrate the developments and resources of the 
state. Robert A. Kissack, St . Louis artist, bas as represen-
tative of his art a lunette entitled ''The Father of Waters", 
a Mississippi River scene three miles north of Alton, from 
a bluff two hundred feet high and on the Illinois side of 
the river. To the right is the location of the historical 
Portage des Sioux and in the distance can be seen the Mis-
souri River winding along the line of bluffs . "Wealth of 
the North" i s the title of a lunette by F. Humphrey Woolrych, 
another st. Louis artist: 
Here is a typ i cal farm in northwest Missouri. 
The sunny reaches of rolling fields are bounded 
by low hills along the horizon. The trees cast 
pleasant shadows . There is a bumper crop of golden 
grain. The growing corn is a field of waving green. 
Sleek cattle graze in fertile pastures. The chickens 
and the hogs are there . Pleasant farm homes with 
well- filled barns and silos give evidence of 
thri:ft and contentment . Over all is arched a sky 
of azure blue with soft masses of fleecy clouds. 
The artist has well portrayed the teeming weal th 
of "God's OWn Country" . 15 
A. lunette, "The Artery of Trade" is a pie tu.re of, Eads 
Bridge over the Mississippi at st. Louis and is by the 
St . Louis artist, Frank B. Nuderscher. Robert Ball, a 
Kansas Ci tian, painted the lunette, "The Gateway of the 
West", which depicts the western city of Missouri which 
grew to its size and importance because of its location 
between the Great West and that part of the United States 
alrea dy explored and partially settled. Kansas City's 
famous Cliff Drive is glimpsed in the lunette, winding 
along the bluffs . Industry and commerce are shown at the 
right and below. "Ha Ha Tonka" , the most famous of the 
beauty spots of the Missouri Ozark country, provides the 
15 . 
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subject for a lunette in the Resources " useum by E. H. 
Wuerpel , St . Louis artist . The beautiful Niangua River 
is in the background and the f oreground shows a glimpse 
of the l ake and the top of the bluff . 
Although mines are very important industrially, in 
nature they present drab scenes, almost desolate and devoid 
of beauty to the casual observer. No twi thstanding this , 
however, the lunette by Tom P . Barnett , St . Louis artist , 
is picturesque, colorful , scintillating , and full of 
dramatic beauty . It has well-balanced·masses . Pi cturing 
a scene in the zinc country , the painting shows piles of 
chat; in the center there is a foul, sluggish , stream; 
in the right foreground is a "cave- in" ; beyond , there is 
a dumping pier; mining buildings of no particular descrip-
t ion are seen in the distance ; and to theleft , there are 
t he tall smokestacks . Barnett has taken this uninteresting 
real l ife , used the magic of glowing colors , and made it 
good to l ook upon. "The Reclamat ion of the South
11
, lunette 
by Charles F. Gal t , another St. Louisan , is a picture of 
the lowl ands of southeast m.ssouri - its transformation 
f rom unhealthful , worthless , swamps to a rich, fertile , 
agricultut'e country by a system of drainage canals . "Power 
from the Hills" shows southwest Missouri. It was pai nted 
by Ralph Chesley Ott , artist of Springfield, issouri , who 
died in 1931. He was successful in putting i n'to his pi c-
ture the atmosphere of the hills in autumn . There are a 
dam and powerhouse in t e f oreground of the picture - a 
scene at the foot of Lake Tandycomo which winds away 
among t he hills . 
In accord wi th the nature of the museum, the decora-
tions in the Soldiers and Sailor s riuseum take tl:ie f orm 
and content of an epic· cycle of issouri' s activities in 
war . The lunette by Berninghaus previously ment ioned - t
hat 
of the Indian · ttack on t he Village of Saint.. Louis , 1 ?80"
 
i s herein to be found . In the right foreground I ndians a
re 
skulking under t ' _e trees and behind t he f ences . In the 
middle d istance an Indian i nterrupts a plomnan in his 
plowing. In the backgr ound there is a stockade made in 
t he pioneer anner, lo gs on ends and ch i nks filled with 
mud . Beyond can oe seen diml vhe louses of St . Louis an
d 
t he smoke of the cannon . seco d l unette by Bern~ngha
us 
portrays the "Surrender of the ~,li amis t o Genaral Dodge , 1
814" . 
The scene is near 1.{i ami at the bend of the :Missouri River
 
at thut point . It is a wide view . Gen. Dodge is in the 
center on hor s eba ck . The canvas is well - f illed with India
ns 
and Rangers , but also well-unified so that there is order
 
and not confusion in t he m~nd of the observer . 
"The Bat tle o Sacre!Ilento , 184?" and "The Entry i nto 
Havana, 1898" are. two l unettes by .Fred G. Carpenter of 
i ebster Groves, I1/Iissouri . The first is a picture of a 
charge up a hill to d Mexican position on the heights . 
There is action exemplified, also grimness and det ermination 
in the faces and bearing of the man . In strong con t r ast 
with the ragged clothing of the United States soldiers , 
the heap of dead iexi can soldiers in the foreground of 
the picture shows elaborate costume. The second lunette 
by Carpenter shows a sk ill1u.l handling of a difficult 
composition - marching troops. 
"The Battle of Vilson' s Creek , August 10, 1861" and 
"The Battle of estport,October 23 , 1864" by :f . C. yeth 
are vivid picturi~ations of battles of the Civil War , both 
of which were in Missouri and of importance among those 
battles fought in Missouri . There crre other lunettes, too, 
by other than iissourians and theJ picture Missouri's 
part in the several wars in wluch she has partaken. No 
more descriptions , however , will be necessary for the set-
ting forth of the historic background which was so great 
a factor i n the development of r, is souri' s art . 
Dr . John Pickard, acclai'. ed ttMissouri' s Apostle of the 
Beautiful", was the president of the Capitol Decorations 
Con:a.nittee . He was born 18 58 and he has made the study and 
teach ing of JPine Art his life work and chief i nteres t . He 
has studied in Leipzig, Berl in, and in the .J:UJ1erican Schoo
ls 
of Classical Studies in · thens and Rome. He is the autho
r 
of many articles on art; a lecturer on art; and since 19
02 
he has been professor of the history of art, University 
of :Missouri. It is to his knowledge of art, his fine sens
e 
of judgment, and his leadership that 11issouri owes much 
for the art in the State Capitol at _Jefferson City. 
Obviously the artists who decorated the CaPitol, all 
contemporari es , expressed in thei r several types of graph-
ic art, subjects which , for the greater part, they had 
never observed actually nor experienced . There are, howe
ver, 
among the art ists of Missouri some who lived and pai nted 
during the ea.I'ly times, as w 11 as t ::ie artists who painted 
lat r. The earl y artist took part in the social lif'e 
around him, of course, and was a part of it. His pictures
 
of such fro.lies as the old time ho·1 se-raising, sap-collec
t-
ing , sugaring-off, or corn-shucking expressed t he person-
alities and mannerisms of the people . He could depict wi
th 
charming accuracy the whimsicalities of th e old fiddlers' 
contests, the ~uilting bees, the jigs, quadrilles, and oth
er 
dances so popular as an arnusanent in the ni~eteenth cen-
tury . For him the election days afforded :material for 
graphic characterization . One of· the quaintest themes, 
and with irresistible fascination, too, it seems , was the 
life and jollity of the river boatmen. Riv
er transportation 
was accomplished by the usage of a number o
f different 
types of boats . The sinplest kind was the 
canoe. One of 
the most picturesque was the flatboat which
 was a long, 
flatbottomed boat propelled by poles . Ano
ther interesting 
type was the bull boat which was made of bu
ffalo hides 
sewed together and stretched over a framew
ork of poles. 
It, too, was propelled by poles . The keel 
boat, the larg-
est of these river boats, was made to be pr
opelled by means 
of a "cordell" and pulled upstream by men o
n shore. Many 
river boatmen were needed for the large ai:n
ount of river trans-
portation and they were a free, merry, grou
p who danced, 
sang, and played stringed instrwnents as th
ey transported 
their cargoes in their queer crafts . The 
pictures the art-
ists of the time painted of life as they sa
w it are the 
early genre pictures of Missouri . George C
aleb Bingham 
was the f irst artist who painted this Miss
ouri life and 
his pictures have made him outstanding as o
ne of America's 
genre painters . 
CHAPTER V 
GEORGE CALEB BINGHAM 
The "Missouri Artist", George Caleb Bingham, c
ame 
with his parents to ranklin, Missouri , in Ho
ward County, 
16 
in 1819 at the age of eight . He was born in V
irginia . 
Although he grew up in a pioneer country and s
hared gener-
ously in its hardships , he followed art as his
 vocation 
while the chief thought ofnearly every one els
e was for 
·only the necessities of life. Bingham is jus
t now coming 
into his own . As an artist he possessed deci
ded genius. 
Even as a child he showed at an early age a p:
JXticular 
aptitude for art . For paint , in his early exp
eriments in 
Virginia, he is said to have used axle grease,
 vegetable 
dyes , brick dust mixed with oil, even his own 
blood obtained 
by clipping the ends or his fingers, and possi
bly ocher 
l? 
from Wier 's Cave . 
l6 . 
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Bingham is rightly considered the first artist of 
Missouri . There was one Jeremiah Paul who painted po
r-
traits in the territorJr, which is now the state of M
issouri, 
between the years of 1791 and 1820 . He died in Misso
uri 
18 
in 1820 . 
The art of Bingham may be divided int o three pe riods;
 
his early portrait work, 1833-1837: his genre and hi
s better 
portrait work, 1837-1856~ and his later work, 1856-1
879,' 
in which he showed progress in the ease of his .techni
que 
and ability to express . In this period his _genre pic
tures 
are more his t orical in nature and are not so full of 
the 
attempt to express character individuality, but delin
eate 
contemporary life about him. It was in this delineat
ion 
·that Bingham was more successful than any other Americ
an 
artist ot his time. 
A Bingham portrait was at one ~ime considered to be 
almost as essential in a Missouri household as a use
ful 
piece of furniture . The early Bingham portraits usu
ally 
showed striking likeness to the subject, but the colo
r 
was unsatisfactory. The flesh was ruddy and leathery;
 the 
hair resembled a wig; nevertheless, the artist used a firm, 
18. 
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straightforward , manner and proper subordination of such 
non- essentials as details of dress , and centered the full 
light and interest upon the face • .American portraiture o
f 
this period , it will qe remembered, was still English . So, 
also, did the American genre painting partake of the Eng-
li sh rather than of the Dutch, placing the chief interest
 
in the subject matter rather than in the creation of an 
artistic production. In 1835 Bingham studied in St. Loui
s 
and made a decided advance in his use of color and ·especi
-
ally in his treatment of hair . The later works of this 
first period show these improvements and have, in addition
, 
a more pictorial ~uality. 
In 1837 Bingham went to Philadelphia to study in the 
Eennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts . There he had opportun
ity 
to see and study genre . He became deep1y interested . Wh
en 
he returned he had formed the habi t of carrying always a 
sketchbook . He studied the characters of people about him
 
- those in politics , speakers , workmen, and people engage
d 
in any a ctivity which· interested him and seem9d a markedly
 
characteristic part of life in his time and state. In his
 
sketchbook ~e sketched many figures and attitudes that at-
tracted him. These sketches he worked into his genre pic
tures. 
"The Dull Story" is one of the first genre pictures . In 
t h is 
picture he has painted his wife sitting in a chair, asleep
 
and holding an open book . Bingham sketched the subject 
rapidly and in great amusement . The story is that irs. 
Bingham bad mentioned tle exceedingly interesting book 
which she had and had sat down with it to enjoy it. \ihen 
Bingham found her asleep he could not resist the sketch and 
the title . The picture shows ri.ch color and fine finish. 
It was during this period, the second, that so much of 
Bingham's better·portrait work was done . In 1840 he opened 
a studio in vashington and painted many portraits of states-
men and celebrities . Among them were portraits of \ ebster, 
Clay, Buchanan, Van Buren, John Howard Payne, John Quincy 
Adams , and others . The portrait or John Howard Payne is 19 
the only known extant work by Bingham done i n water color. 
Of greater importance, however, than his portrait 
work of this period was his genre painting. It was this 
representation ot the uni~ue est ern ife which gained for 
Bingham his title , "The Missouri Artist". 'rl1e first well-
known genre painting by Bingham is t he "Jolly Flatboatman" , 
done in 1845 , in ,ashington City . Bingham was attracted by 
the r ough life, hardy character, and jovial comrades hip 
of these free and untrammelled •,iissourians, the boatmen, 
19 . 
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and he liked to sketch them. The "Jolly Fl atboatmann had 
a wide circulation t hrough engravings made of it and inte
r-
est was created in Bin~ am all over the country. It is a 
_pyramidal arrangement with the jolly boatman at the peak . 
Such is the spontaneity of the picture that it seems as i
f 
the boat had just drifted into view and the artist had 
caught in a moment the attitude of the whole group . Bingh
am 
never saw this exact group . Separate sketches of the dif
fer-
ent figures have been found in his sketchbook - some iden
tical. 
'l'he picture represents a flatboat floating ~own the river
 
with a party of gay boatmen in it. The boat is drifting 
wi~h the gentle current . The seven men on board, each wi
th 
a distinctive attitude and character, are enjoying their 
leisure . The central fi511re, the "Jolly Fla tboatmantt, is 
standing on the highest part of the boat and dancing gaily
. 
An older man is playing a fiddle an a boy is beating a t
in 
pan. The rest look on with interest . The picture is aliv
e 
and scintillating. The perspective is good. The coloring
 
is harmonious, 'if not decidedly expressive. 
here are other genre paintings of this period which 
should be mentioned . "Lighter Relieving a Steamboat Agrou
nd" 
and "Raftsmen Playing Cards" - sometimes called "In a Qua
n-
dary" - are two others depicting river life . "The .:3twnp 
Orator '1 , painted in 1848, is the first picture to show a 
phase of Bingham's paintings which was later to become a 
very important phase - that of the treating of political 
subject matter . '''I oody&rd", a scene on the l' issouri River: 
"A Boatman", which is a picture of a figure seated on a pile 
of wood on the banks of the river: and "Shooting for the 
Beef"; all three are genre pictures painted before 1850 . 
The last mentioned is very life-like. It is a portrayal 
of one of the early customs, that of a contest in marks -
manship . The prize , which is also the target, is a fat ox 
shown~in the picture~chained to a stump nearby. here are 
eager marksmen in the attire of the backwoodsmen. The scene 
is outside a log cabin at the crossroads - the post office 
and grocery - an as a background the artist has painted 
a b~autiful landscape in perspective . 
"Fisning on the 1is~issippi 11 shows three men on the 
rocks on the shore of the river and l flatboat coming down 
stream toward them. "The Squatters" tells in picture form 
the common event of a fainily having built its log cabin in 
the 1uid~t of a clearing and l::aving commenced housekeeping . 
In 11 The Trappers' eturn" figures are descending the river 
in a dug-out, or typical early h issouri canoe, and at the 
bow a bear is chained . "Daniel Boone Coming Through Cum-
berland Gap" is an histori cal composition . '1'he "County 
Election" is one of the best- known and most popular works 
by Bingham. It contains sixty f'i gures an
d most of them are 
very distinct and show individual charac
terization well 
done. The setting is an intersection of 
Village streets 
at which such political scenes were wont 
to take place. The 
perspective is good, the apiri t of the day 
is feelingly 
portrayed and, in all, 1he pie ture is a s
ue cessful and 
faithful delineation or its title. It is
 three feet by 
four feet in size and now hangs in the M
arean tile Library 
at st. Louis, Misscuri . A similar canpo
sition of the sa~ 
period is Bingham's "The Verdict o:f the P
oople", which 
shows the election results . The success 
of these pictures 
which contain such a large group of figu
res is due some-
what to the skillful line direction. Bin
gham was able 
to arrm:ige in such a way that the eye of 
the observer 
was ·1ed easily from one figure t£> anothe
r and quite surely 
to the central theme. 
The third period of Bingham's painting be
gan in 1856 
with the four years of his career which a
re sometimes re-
ferred to as the Dilsseldorf Period. · Bing
ham and bis family 
spent some time in Dilssel.dorf where he st
udied. It was 
during this period that he painted the on
ly allegorical 
painting known to have been J:B.inted by hi
m, ttThe Thread of 
Life" . It is very acadanic and shows the
 direct influence 
of foreigh training . Portrai tur~ shared 
egµally with genre 
in importance during this period. The latter had
 now be-
came almost entirely historical and political . B
ingham's 
avocation was politics and so influenced his art 
to an 
increasing degree year by year . - is most famous 
picture, 
"The artial law", better known as "Order No. 11
", expresses 
Bingham's b·elief that "there is no nobler employm
ent for 
the artist than that of making his art the handm
aid of 
20 
history" . This masterpiece represents a tragic sce
ne 
- a scene which could be imagined as a result of
 the fam-
ous, cruel, and uncalled for "General Order No . 11
" issued 
in 1863 by Brigadier General Thomas Ewing , Jr . , i
n order 
to exterminate the Missouri Guerillas and the Ka
nsas Jay-
hawkers . The fame of Bingham's picture is due p
artly, at 
least , to its curious history . Bingham, State T
reasurer 
at the time of the order, protested against its 
enforce-
ment and tried to stop it. He was unsuccessful, 
but made 
this threat - that if the order were executed, he
 would 
make Ewing infamous by his pen and brush. At the
 close of 
his term of office in 1865 Bingham began.to pain
t "Order 
I: 0 • 1111 • The picture is six and oneh
alf by four and one 
half feet in size and as he could not find a canv
as large 
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enough he painted it on two large tablecloths glued together . 
He .finished in 1868 and had 5 , 000 steel engraving copies made 
and sold . Vhen , after -the war General Ewing returned to his 
home in Ohio and ran for governor of that state, Bingham took 
his large painting of ,.Order No . 1111 to Ohio; exhibited it in 
all the large centers; and lectured upon it, denouncing General 
Ewing and defeating him for the office . The original, which must 
become a part of our social heritage after Rollins has lived his 
life , now hangs in the home of the late George Bingham Rollins 
of Columbia , Mo., a son of Bingham's closest, lifetime friend. 
In 1877 a Sehool of Art at Missouri University was 
established and Bingham was elected the professor . He served 
two years and died in 1879 . The Arrow Rock home of Bingham 
has· been preserved and presented to the state by the Daugh-
ters of the American Revolution - a gift to Missouri as a · 
shrine of historic interest . At the s outh entrance of the 
Senate Chamber in the Capitol at Jefferson City, there is a 
portrait of Bingham by E. L. Blumenschein , N. A., of Taos, 
New v1exi co, and New York . It is nine and one half by five feet. 
The artist used for the likeness a self-portrait painted by 
Bingham at twenty- four . He is represented with brush in hand 
and palette on arm , pioneer in Missouri art and history . 
21. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EARLY MISSOURI ARTISTS AND PROTAGONISTS OF ART 
The artists of this early period were not numerous in 
Missouri , or perhaps they were here and few had time to ex-
press themselves . Certain it is that there were no masters 
with whom to study in Missouri and most of the artists of 
this time studied abroad where they could find the masters 
to teach them. 
Carl Ferdinand Wimar was born in Germ.any in 1829. His 
family came to America when Carl was a lad of fifteen and 
settled in St . Louis . The Indians around St. Loui s were 
always a source of interest to Wimar and he spent much of 
his time with them. He was a favorite among them, so there 
was good opportunity for him to study their life and cus-
toms. He appreciated the picturesque beauties ot the buffalo, 
the Indians, the old forts , Missouri's hills, rivers, and 
wealth of superb landscape beauty . Although he was not a 
native .American, he B~W the artistic in wmt many .Americans 
had failed to appreciate and became more than an ordinary 
artist and one of Missouri's great Indian painters. His 
paintings of Indians hav never been excelled in vigorous 
conception and the fine artistic treatment of subject. His
 
most famous and best remembered picture is "The Buffalo 
Hunt". Other works are: "The War Trail", "The Buffalo 
Dance", and "The Mouth of Yellowstone'•. 
His opportunity to study art came to him in an unex-
pected and interesting manner. .An Indian brave, sick and 
in need of care, happened to seek help at W~r's home . 
Wimar helped his mother to nurse him through a long ill-
ness. The Indian, true to the loyalty so characteristic 
of his race, remembered the kindness and when he died left 
Carl· enough to enable him to study four years in Germany. 
After his study, • imar returned to Missouri and painted 
the most American of subjects at tha+ time - Indians and 
buffaloes. His last work was the painting and decorating 
of the dome of the St . Louis courthouse. He died of con-
sumption in 1862 at the age of thirty-four. 
William Henry Howe has been mentioned as one of the 
early [issouri animal painters. He was nearly forty when 
he decided to study painting and was the winner of many 
medals both here and in Europe. He was a successful 
exhibitor at the Paris Salon and other European exhibit
ions 
for ten years . 
Howe was born at Ravenna, Ohio, in 1846 and came to 
Missouri where he made his home . In 1880 he began the 
study 
of art at the Royal Academy of Dilsseldorf, Germany . In
 
1882 he studied at Paris with Otto de Thoren and F. de 
Vuil-
lefroy. He was decreed by the French Government an Of
ficier 
d'Academie and a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor. He 
returned 
to the United States and was elected to the National Ac
ademy 
and to membership in the -Society of .American Artists . 
One of the Barbizon masters, Constant Troyon, influ-
enced Howe's art and Howe was a worthy disciple of that
 
famous animalier . His work shows sympathetic interpret
ation 
of animal character. Although his pictures do not have
 
brilli~cy, or even charm of style, they are faithful t
o 
nature . His landscapes are background which are well 
in 
accord with the animals in the foreground. His drawing
 is 
good and oo is his composition. His "Monarch of the Fa
rm", 
·1n the National Gallery, and his "Norman Bull", in the 
St. Louis Museum of Fine Arts, are characteristic exam
ples 
of his work . 
Howe is represented in the permanent collection at 
the St , Louis Museum of Fine Arts; at the Cleveland u
seum; 
at National Gallery, London, England ; and at the Grand
 
Rapids Art Museum. He died in 1929. 
Thomas Allen was born at St. Louis in 1852. Like the 
others he obtained his art training in Europe. He s~Qdied 
in France three years and exhibited in the Salon of Paris. 
He was a pupil of Professor Ducker in D{isseldorf, Germany. 
He returned to America and exhibited at the National Acad-
emy first in 18?6. In 1884 he was elected A.N.A. He is 
represented in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts where he 
won many medals, as he did likewise at Buffalo. One of his
 
best and most representative works , "Maplehurst at Noon", 
is in the private collection of T. B. Clark, New York . Oth
er 
works ot' importance are: "Toilers of the Plains" , ttUpland 
Pasti.mestt , "Moonlight Landscapest', and "Portals of the Mis
-
sion of San Jose, Texas" . The last mentioned is now in the
 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. He achieved high honors as 
one of Missouri's own landscape painters during the 
seventy-five years of his life. 
Another of early Missouri's own sons to achieve mem-
bership in the National Academy was James Carroll Beckwith,
 
of Hannibal ,. issouri . He was born in 1852 and died 191?. 
He was a pupil of Carolus-Duran, a French artist who was, 
in turn, inspired in his best work by Velasquez, the Spania
rd. 
Beckwith was a student, also, at the Ecole des Beaux Arts 
in Paris, the institution which remained conservative at 
the time the Barbizon painters revolutionized the art of 
France. In spite of this fact, Beckwith was sufficiently 
impressed with the work of the Barbizons and the English 
pastoral painters to specialize in genre paintings, as well
 
as formal portraiture. 
Besides being a National Academician, Beckwith was a 
member of the American Water Color Society and the National 
Institute of Arts and Letters. His picture, nThe Black-
smith", is the property of the National Museum, Washington. 
In 1878 his two pictures, "Judi th" and "Falconer" were sent
 
to the Paris Exposition. His works are mainly portraits . 
ivli ssouri was extremely fortunate in the middle of the 
nineteenth century to have two artists in her midst who did
 
much to create more i ntense interest i n art in Missouri 
among all those interested in art and to further art teach-
ing, the organization of art societies, and the founding 
of museums within the state. They were; Halsey Cooley Ive
s, 
the founder of the St. Louis School of Fine Arts and the 
first director of the City Art Museum of St. Louis: and 
William i:vlerri tt Chase, who was not a Missourian and did 
not live in ~issouri long enough to justify a claim by 
Missouri as one of her ar~ists, but who taught many pu
pils 
while he md a studio in St. Louis and exerted a stron
g 
and lasting influence on the art-trend t~ere . 
In recent years a very important school of .American 
painting has developed from the teachings and influenc
e 
of William erritt Chase. He studied in Europe and at
 first 
was influenced strongly by the 1funich school . Later h
e be-
came a mass-impressionist and it was there he found him
self. 
His still-life studies are his masterpieces, but his r
apid 
method of execution enabled him to paint many portrait
s 
and landscapes as well. His most talked of picture is
 his 
"Interior of the unich Studion. This picture has a t
hree 
fold appeal; it was done while the art ist was at his 
zenith: 
Frank Duveneck, the artist, is the central figure in i
t: 
and the composition is such that it would challenge th
e 
skill of the most seasoned painter. 
In 18?1 Chase had a studio in St. · Louis with J. W. Pat
-
tison and painted still-life, mainly flowers and fruit
s. 
He was born in 1849 and died 1916 - a great .American a
rtist 
whose influence and works were lasting contributions t
o 
the art of the world . He is not to be confused with H
arry 
Chase, whom · issourians are wont to claim without suff
ic-
ient justification. Harry Chase was a contemporary of
 
William Chase but he was a landscape and na.rine painte
r. 
He did paint the issi~sippi at St. Louis when the surface
 
was torn and lashed by wind , and his pictures have . the 
depth and swell of the ocean. He had a passion for the se
a 
and went east where he painted manY. pictures of the Atlan-
tic Ocean along the coast of the United States . 
Halsey Cooley Ives, artist, teacher, and art musewn 
administrator, was born 1847, in ontour Falls, New York . 
He was primarily a draughtsman and painted little of any 
consequence because of his teaching and administrative 
work . Nevertheless , he won medals for lanQscapes and is 
represented in the St·. Louis Museum of Fi ne Arts by his 
landscape , "Wast elands" • 
Ives was a dreamer with imagination and a wide vision. 
He ·wanted Missouri to have a well-equipped art school. Hi
s 
was an altruistic ambition. He wanted students to go forth
 
from his school and teach the layman, t uereby creating a 
demand for beauty and enriching the l~ves at many. Then, 
too, he had the idea that art and industry should go hand 
in 
hand and stimulate and support each-other and tha t such 
a relationship should be brought about through the mediwn 
of the schools and museums of art . · To quote Professor Ive
s, 
"The work to be done in the ,est is not to bring French or
 
other paintings before the public, but to do something 
with raw material. Nearly all t he useful ores, with iron 
at the head, are found in Missouri . What the school and 
museum must help in doing is the working up of these ores 
with brains , so that the work shall be recognized, and a 
school founded like those of Nuremburg and Belgian iron-
22 
workers . " 
In such an industrial cent er as St. Louis, it is not 
surprising that Ives was popularly received. In 1874 he 
was an instru.e: tor in the St. Louis Polytechnic School·. It 
was at this time that he organized a free· evening class· 
in drawing which, finally in 1879, grew into the St. Louis 
Museum and School of Fine Arts. This School of Fine Arts 
afterward developed into the art department of \ ashington 
University and Ives was the director. 
Halsey Cooley Ives traveled widely abroad to examine 
and report upon art teaching methods used in foreign 
schools and museurns of art . He made it ~he custom for his 
instructors to go abroad and study every seco nd or third 
year.and oo becane refreshed and invigorated for teaching. 
As a teacher he i nspired his pupils with lasting respect 
and affection. As an organizer, administrator, and protag-
onist of the popularization of art, he was a power not only 
46 . 
in his own community but throughout the country . He died in 1911. 
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CHAPTER VII 
INSTITUTIONS OF ART IN MISSOORI 
MCJSEUMS ASSOCIATIONS SOCIEI'IE3 SCHOOLS 
It is surprising to note how many institutions of art 
were founded in Missouri after a start had been ma.de . The 
creative and the appreciative attitudes toward art are so 
interpenetrating, so to ~peak each one requiring the 
complement of the other for its very existence; that, if 
a locality is to produce creative artists, the museums, 
schools, and art societies must and will, naturally, be 
maintained. 
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The City Art Museum at Forest Park, St. Louis, is 
the oldest art museum in Missouri - founded 1879 as the 
St. Louis Mus eum of Fine Arts, the outgrowth of the even-
ing drawing classes conducted by Halsey Cooley Ives . It 
was reorganized in 1908. It is supported by a city tax. 
Exhibitions of invited paintings by .American artists 
are held annually . There is regularly held what is called 
23. 
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the Thumb Box Exhibit and each year a Black and White com-
petition is conducted . Purchases are made annually and 
many gifts are received . 
The permanent collections include paintings, . sculpture, 
prints, and objects illustrative of the decorative arts. 
The collection of" paintings includes comprehensive represen-
tation of both foreign and .American schools of art . The 
American paintings have received special attention and em-
phasis has been placed, too, on the work of the modern 
French nnpressionists . The collections are from all corners 
of the world, as nearly as possible, and include a good 
representation of pictures by artists who lived pri or to 
the XIX century. The print collections are very nearly com-
ple.te in their representation of every period in the 
development of graphic art . 
The sculpture collection is quite ~rge and ms in 
it work by American and European sculptors in bronze, 
marble, and plaster. 
Period furniture from the rvI century to the XVII 
century representative of both the French and the English, 
makes an interesting and i nstructive collection in one 
department of the museum. 
One of the most beautiful of the collec t ions is that 
of textiles . This collection embraces Gothic and Renaissance 
tapestries, Gothic velvets, richly embroidered vestments 
and laces. 
The Chinese and Japanese departments are very compre-
hensive . There are Chinese paintings and Japanese color 
prints. There are rare Chinese teKtiles. Most of the hist-
oric periods of China are represented in ceramics, bronzes, 
and jades. There is a collection of Buddhist sculpture. 
Both Chinese and Japanese lacquers have been collected and 
sculpture and carvings from each of these count ries . There 
are collections of Japanese arms , armor, and other metal 
work, as well. 
Other departments i nclude collections of Korean cer-
ainics; Egyptian antiquities; 
other Grecian objects of art; 
Greek sculpture, vases, and 
Persian textiles, metal work, 
and ceramics; casts of Greek, Roman, and Renaissance sculp-
ture; and Graeco-Roman glass. 
The educational department of the ~Iuseum co8perates 
with the public schools and other educational i nstitutions, 
and gives, for their benefit, art lectures and instructive 
story hours for children . 
The i~lson Gallery of Art, Kansas City, Missouri, was 
founded 189? by iilliam Rockhill Nelson. The founder died 
in 1915 and in his will provided a fund for the purchase 
of pictures and objects of art . The purchases are limited 
to the works of only those artists who have been dead 
thirty years or more , and whose works still live . 
Faithful copie.3 of masterpie-ces of paintings of all 
sehools from the 14th to the 17th century have been col-
lec t ed and these are done in the exact size of the original 
with the original framing reproduced . Besides these copies 
there are many carbon photographs of the works of the Old 
1iasters . Another collection consists of reproductions in 
bronze, marble, terracotta , and plaster, of antique and 
Renaissance sculpture. 
The Nelson Gallery is free to all and is open to its 
visitors week days all day and on Sunday afternoons. 
The Springfield Art Museum, Springfield, Missouri, 
is a much later institution than either the St. Louis 
l'mseum or the elson Gallery. It was found ed 1928 . It 
holds exhibitions annually, besides oWL.~ng permanent col-
lections which are on exhibition throughout the year. 
The Joplin Art League has its very small, but well-equipped 
gallery in the Public Library Building of Joplin, Mi ssouri. 
The league was organized in 1921, has a membership of near-
ly one hundred, and is gradually acquiring a permanent 
exhibit of original paintings. It is active in the holding 
of exhibitions of outside work and in the giving of lectures 
on art . 
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The St. Louis Artists Guild, organized 1905, has, 
open to the public at all hours during the day except 
Sunday mornings, a club house which contains galleries , 
social rooms, and a crypt. There is, also, in connection 
with the gallery a Little Theatre . A special feature of 
v.J. • 
the Guild is the numerous and unique competitive exhibitions 
held each year. 
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The St. Joseph, Missouri , Art League, organized 1914, 
maintains arts and crafts classes, sponsors lectures on 
art, and holds exhibitions regularly. 
In 1901 the Two-By-Four Society of Artists of St. 
Louis was founded and this is its "true story" as told by 
one of its "charter members" , as it were . In the days of 
St. Louis when the breweries served free lunches, a decor-
ator by the name of Harvey Jones; an architect, M •• ~c-
Ardle; and Sylvester P. Annan, a dec0rative designer, ate 
re~ularly at Lipp es', St. Louis, in an alcove which had 
been named the Grindstone. Their interchange of ideas on 
art and architecture became regular and valuable. Vhen they 
suddenly realized their value they decided to enlarge 
their group. Forthwith, invitations were extended to those 
24. 
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whom they considered real artists • .Among these were 
E. H. wuerpel, Robert Bringhurst, and later Frederick 
Oakes Sylvester. 1~e number was limited to twelve. They 
met to adopt a name and t•Two- By- Eour" was suggested by 
Annan because it meant, so frequently , something smal l 
and insignificant. The name was popularly received and 
decided upon . Nothing of any importance happen·ed until 
in their little group a brief period of enthusiasm was caused 
by a dynamic foreign artist, Zolney, who suggested organ-
ization, dues, and the enlarging of the m~nbersbip to 
twenty- four . ' his was done and the organization has since 
then been active, if not spectacul ar, as an art society . 
It recently i nstituted the Claude 1vionet 1Iedal, entitled 
"The CJ.wo-By- .J!7our Society of Artists Medal", which is to 
be awarded annually to the most outstanding work exhibited 
in any of the public galleries of St . Louis. The Society 
has in its membership some of the best-known and most out-
standing lv1i ssouri artists of today . Otherwise, as its 
members say, it "jest grow'd11 and is only a delightful 
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club . 
Several art societies in St. Louis have as one of 
their special functions the aid which their scholars hips 
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can give to art students. The Art Students Association of 
the St. Louis School of Fine Arts , organized 1884, gives 
two scholarships yearly to needy students . The Twentieth 
Century Art Club, organized in 1900, gives a partial 
scholarship to the Washington University Art School. The 
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Art Alliance of St. Louis was organized in 1921 for the 
purpose of assisting worthy art students, promoting a pub-
lic interest in and co8perating with the St. Louis School 
of ' Fine Arts. It gives scholarships to the students of 
that institution and, in addition, another of its activities 
is the procuring of lectures on art for the public. 
Some of the schools of art in 11Iissouri are of very 
high standard and three are very old. Lindenwood College art 
department dates back to 1827 - just six years after the 
admission of Missouri as a state to the Union . The College 
is at St. Charles, Missouri , suburb o~ St . Louis. In its 
art department courses are offered in the History of Art, 
painting, outdoor sketching, theory of design, applied de-
sign, freehand drawing, public school art, crafts, ceramics, 
coIJDJ1ercial art, and art-appreciation. 
The art deµirtment at Central <lissouri State Teachers 
College at Warrensburg, Iissouri, was established in 1871. 
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It is a well-organized department, and adapted to fit the 
needs of an educational institution of its type. 
The St. Louis School of ~ne Arts, founded 1874 by 
Halsey Cooley ~ves, is one of the principal schools of 
Fine Arts in the United States. It was formally estab-
lished as a department of Washington University in 18?9 
under the directorship of Professor Ives. The first building 
that the school occupied was the gift of Wayman and Isabella 
Crowe. A large collection of casts was obtained from 
Europe and a loan collection of paintings was shown when 
the building was dedicated in 1881. In 1904 the City Art 
duseum , which up to that time had been a part of the School 
of Fine Arts, was located in Forest Park as separate 
from the School. In 1909 the School was moved to what 
was formerly known as the British Pavillion, now a part 
of ashington University Grounds . 
Courses are offered in drawing, painting, modeling, 
illustration, design, interior decoration, metal work, 
etching, pottery, bookbinding, wood-carving, crafts, bas-
ketry , weaving, jewelry, and cormnercial design. The 
~ashington University , Department of Drawing and History 
of Art was established in 1896. 
The School of Fine Arts offers several scholarships 
yearly aside from those offered by associations interested 
in the furtherance of art- education. 
The Kansas City Art Institut6 is a growing and very 
able institution. ~twas incorporated in 190? and main-
tains an art school and a museum. The swnmer classes were 
begun in 1894. Now the Institution offers a four . year 
course to be chosen from courses in drawing, painting, de-
sign, illus.tration, modeling, interior decoration, costume 
design, and normal, industrial, and commercial art. The 
courses are arranged for day, evening, and summer classes 
and ~aturday classes for children. 
In September 192? , the present location of the Kansas 
City Art Institute was first available for use as a school. 
The building, a large, beautiful building of ~ueen Anne 
Renaissance design, was deeded to the Institute by Howard 
Vanderslice . His only condition was that during his life-
time he should be paid an annuity. The building has twenty-
siA spacious rooms and several large corridors, and it is 
surrounded by well-kept grounds with plenty of large trees. 
The museum of the Art Institute is open daily and 
part time on Sundays . It works in co8peration with the 
Board of Education of Kansas City by giving art lectures 
in schools, gallery promenades, and free Saturday classes at 
the Institute . Seven scbolarships are given each year . 




Columbia, Missouri, and of \1illiam Woods College , at Ful-
ton, offer well rounded courses in the more popular phases 
of art - such as drawing, painting, ceramic decoration, the 
theory of design, interior decoration - and these courses 
are under the guidance of excellent instructors. Birger 
Sandzen was the director of art at Stephens College for 
a number of years . 
dissouri University , at Columbia, Iilissouri, has a 
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rapidly growing Department of A.rt in the School of Fine 
Arts. It is growing partly because of the increasing de-
mand for art courses and partly because it is becoming a 
more complete unit with higher standards . The course of 
study includes drawing, design, painting, elements of 
architec:ture, interior decoration, applied art, art-appre-
ciation, the history of art, newspaper illustration, and 
commercial art. It will be rememb ~r ed that George Caleb 
Bingham was the first art director at the University. 
The teachers colleges of !~aryville, Missouri, and 
of Springfield, Missouri , each established art departments 
in 1906. These offer courses which are more general 
than those of a special art school and which reach, in 
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their influence, a very great number of ~issouri homes, 
and very probably those of other states as well. 
About six or ~even years ago, perh~ps in 1926, the 
Missouri State ]'air Board inaugurated the custom of offer-
ing each year, for the best painting entered in the class 
for professional artists in the art exhibition, a purchase 
prize. The picture so obtained by them should remain in 
the Fine Arts Building on the fair grounds at Sedalia, 
Missouri . By this custom a permanent collection of orig-
inal paintings by Missouri artists is being acquired. At 
the present the selection has as many different types as 
it has paintings . There are in it; "Fruit Stand" by 
Fred G. Carpenter: "Lovers Lane" by Tom P. Barnett: "St. 
Albans, Mo .• 11 by l!1rank P . Nuderscher : a ship picture by 
I l ah Marian Kibbey : 0 The Red Barn" by E. Oscar Thalinger: 
and "Snow Scene" by iilliam Bauer . 
'rhus the art of a community is developed - through 
its schools, museums , organizations, and artists is 
sympathetic co8peration with its appreciative_citizenry. 




If you would enter the world of beauty in which 
the artist dwells, enter by t he artist's door. Look 
upon this bright and moving world in terms of Pro-
·portion, Balance, SYlilllletry, Rhythm, Pattern, Color, 
Harmony, Contrast, Beauty, as the artist does. 30 
- H. Van Buren i:J.agonigle. 
T~ward the latter part of the nineteenth century, a 
"back to Turner" movement in the realm of art was manifes-
ted in the Broken-Color Impressionism. Monet's Impressionism, 
:Janet's mighty achievement in Impressionism and hi s use of 
color, the ~lass-Impressionists, Cezanne's Primal-Academism, 
and above all Turner's Color Orchestration which he devel-
oped before the world was ready for it; all these movements 
which are based on the understanding and effective use of 
color, even dependent upon color, have had a powerful and 
far-reaching influence on the art of the world of today, 
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and incidentally on the art oi' Missouri. The line between 
the old art which believed in the technical draughtsman-
ship and which bas ~d all teaching on the impeccable charcoal 
drawing, first, :f'ully rendered before paint was put on; 
and the new art which reveled in the study of color - the 
line cannot be sharply drawn because the new must slowly 
evolve always, and we h:>pe, at least, that the importance 
attached to the use of careful draughtsmanship will never 
die out. 
Of the landscape and marine painters of 1vfis souri in 
the latter nineteenth century some few were still of the 
old school, worthy of its teachings, and well worthy of 
mention among i'1Iissouri's best artists. 
Those who sought training at the ~cole des Beaux 
Arts, the Academies of Julian or Colarossi received the old 
careful training in technical drauuhtsmanship with almost 
no training in the use of color. Such masters as Gerome, 
Boulanger, Lefebvre, Bouguereau and Robert-Fleury of the 
Julian Acadenzy-, and Bonnat, were draftsmen 84d so taught. 
Carolus-Duran, however, based his teaching on pa inting. 
The ~Iissouri painter, F. Humphrey ·1oolrych (1864- ) , 
was a graduate of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Berlin, 
1884; he studied at Ecole des Beaux Arts and at the Acad-
emy of Colarossi, Paris; he studied, too, with R. Collin, 
Gustave Courtois and Puvis de Chavannes . Mrs. Bertha Hewit 
oolrych (1868- ) , wife of F. Humphrey Woolrych, studied 
in Paris with Colliu and Courtois and with Morot . Will Sparks 
(1862- ), was another v!issourian who studied at the Ecole 
des Beaux Arts and at the Colarossi Academy in Paris . Paul 
Cornoyer (1864-1923), was a pupil of Lefebvre, Constant, 
and Louis Blanc in Paris . Edmund Henry Viuerpel (1866- ) , 
studied with Bouguereau, Tony Robert-Fleury, Gabriel Ferrier, 
and Edmund Aman-Jean, Paris . Fred Greene Carpenter shows 
the influence of his study at Julien Academie, Paris, but 
he shows more definitely the influence of his study with 
Lucien Simon who represents a reaction from the Salon type 
of picture. He used and taught the use of rich color - some 
darker than it would seem necessary; a bold handling of 
paint; and decorative composition. Carpenter studied with 
Richard aliller, too. Richard 1vlille1 (1875- ) , and Blendon 
R. Campbell (1872- were pupils of Constant and Laurens, 
both of whom were Realists of a slightly earlier period. 
Laurens did chiefly historical paintings and Benjamin Con-
stant showed the influence of the Mid- Century Orientalism 
in his portraiture . Edith Fairfax Davenport (1884-
was a pupil of Collin, Laurens, and the Ecole des Beaux 
Arts, Paris . She is a landscape painter of Kansas City, 
Missouri . Roland Thomas (1883- ) was a pupil of William 
6U . 
Merritt Chase , Robert Henri - a portrait painter wb:>se work-
manship shows broad , sure , and masterly technique , and of 
Frank Vincent Du Mo~d who painted easel pictures of lovely 
girls grouped in suitable surroundings . 
These ten issouri landscape and marine painters clung 
to t he older idea that art training should be received 
just as it had been received for some time . They were con-
servatives , slow to change to the new until it was tried and 
found good . Some of them excelled in their cmsen field and 
their works merit further comment . 
F. Humphrey Woolrych bas been mentioned before as one 
of the decorators of the Capitol at Jefferson City - as 
have also , Fred Greene Carpenter and Richard E. Miller. 
oolrych was born at Sydney, Aus t ralia. He was educated 
under private tutors and then pursued his study of art . 
He came to the United States in 1888, and settled in St . 
Louis . Since then he has done much that i s good in por-
traiture , landscape , and mural pain t ing, in both oil and 
water color . In his landscape he achieves one of the most 
difficult attributes of a good landscape - a sky that 
forms a canopy over the earth . His water color , "Summer 
Clouds~, is fresh and scintillating. In another water color, 
"Wai ting" , he approaches genre . He is represented by work 
exhibited in the St . Louis Public Library . Two oil paintings 
O.L. 
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which ha.ve received favorable cormnent are : "A Sylvan Scene" , 
and "Sycamores on the erarn.ec 11 • vvoolrych is a member of 
the Two- By-Four Society of St . Louis Artists : the St. Louis 
Arti sts' Guild: the Hellas Art Club of Berlin: and other 
organizations of art in the United States . 
lill Sparks is a landscape painter and illustrator, 
native of St . Louis . He has also executed murals in various 
instit~tions . Besides his study in France he studied four 
years at the vashington University School of Fine Arts in 
St. Louis . ome of his principal works are; ttHarbor of 
Bordeau", in Bordeau , France: "A Portrait'' , St. Louis 
Museum: and "California Mission", in the Toledo , Ohio, Art 
fuseum . 
Paul Cornoyer , a native of St. Louis, was one of the 
outstanding landscape painters of St . Louis during the 
last quarter of the nineteenth centur y and until his death 
in 1923 . He was of French descent, very friendly, and much 
beloved by his fellow artists . He was elected to associate 
membership in rational Academy in 1909. 
In his choice of subject matter and in his tecbnique, 
Cornoyer showed the influence of the European development 
of 1873 when "atmosphere" in landscape began to dawn. He 
chose tranquil city scenes into which he could work rare 
atmospheric qualities . Re liked snow and rain effects. His 
work, "After the Rain", which is noVT in the Brooklyn In-
stitute Museum, shows a subtle sense of values and an 
unusually keen appreciation of rainy day effects. He liked 
to portray dull gleaming pavements and the intermingling 
of natural and artificial lights. "'Madison Square" is in 
the Art Association of Dallas , Texas . 11 Rainy Day, Columbus 
Circle", is the property of the Newark Art Association; 
"Library Lane" and "Morning, l\l!a.dison Square" are both in 
the William ierritt Chase Collection, New York . All of his 
pictures, especially the creative work of his last period, 
may be described as interpretations of a highly poetic 
character. 
Edmund Henry Wuerpel , the present director of the 
Washington University School of Fine Arts, St. Louis, was 
formerly an instructor there and bas been director since 
00 . 
1909. He paints landscapes and interiors, besides same murals 
and portraits. He is a lecturer on the history of art. 
uost of his painting he does in surmner because of his 
teaching duties which t~e the greater part of his time 
the remainder of the year. Despite the fact that his time 
for painting is limited by teaching, he does not consider 
teaching a sacrifice of a career. He can paint hundreds of 
thousands of pictures through his students; he is painting 
his pictures and doing his creative work in the minds of 
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youth, as he is wont to say . 
Before his study abroad, Wuerpel was a student at the 
St. Louis School of Fine Arts . His work is represented in 
the St . Louis Museum of Fine Arts and in the Indianapolis 
Art Museum. Some of his more noteworthy landscapes are: 
"The Birches at Dawn", "Nightfall tt , 11Sunset in Octobert', 
"Sunrise" - all still, peaceful, poetic, delightfully 
restful , and full of cbarm - a type of landscape in which 
\ uerpel is at his best. 
He is a member of the St. Louis Arttsts' Guild, the 
Society of Western Artists, and the American Art Associa-
tion of Paris. He is a charter member of the Two-By-Four 
Society of St. Louis Artists. His work has won many medals 
and honors both in Europe and in America. 
Fred Greene Carpenter has done many landscapes and won 
honors in that work . He is more outs +~ding, however, as a 
figure painter and rightfully belongs with that group. His 
work will be described with theirs. 
Richard E. Miller, too, is better known for his fig-
ure work and still-life than for his landscapes, although 
his pictu.,:e , 11The Coming Stonn11 , is a skillful picture; and 
nconcarneautt is a marine painting of note . In his lands cap es 
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he chooses subjects in which he can paint tree masses , 
running water , and decorative clouds . 
Roland Thomas is a Kansas· City artist . As a landscape 
painter he has won prizes and honors in Missouri. He is a 
member of the .Kansas City Arts and Crafts Club and of the 
.American rti sts, Munich. "Autumn'', by Thomas, is in the 
Elverhoj Art Gallery of Mil ton, New York. "'linter Dacha8n" 
is the property of the American Artists Club, Munich. 
John H. Vanderpoel, not previously mentioned, is 
considered a Missouri artist because of his long residence 
in University City . He was a Dutch painter, born in Holland 
in Haarlemrner-r. eer, 185?. He moved to St. Louis, University 
City, and had most of his career in America . He died in 
St. Louis., .1911. 
American painting, like American government, litera-
ture, and what not, is perforce affiliated with oversea 
creeds and traditions, by either blood or schooling . It 
does not follow, however, that American painting is always 
foreign . The cosmopolitan direction of art-development in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries removes. national 
traits . The founding of the Art Students League in America 
in 18 75 has steadily increased the importance of the Amer-
ican art and its leaders . The modern French Impressionists 
o.; . 
are often referred to, but Winslow Homer, American, was 
truly an Impressionist . John Singer Sargent and - illiam 
Merritt Chase wert ,r.ia.ss-Impressionists with their own in-
dividuality of technique. Child Hassam stands forth as 
one of the most individual of Broken-Color Impressionists. 
In fact, it might almost be said that an overstress of 
individualism is an American weakness. 
Missouri artists who did not seek training on the 
Continent or in .England are members of this great group 
of .American artists . Some of the landacape painters re-
ceived most of their training in St. Louis or Kansas City, 
while others were almost· entirely self-taught. 
Frederick Oakes Sylvester (1869-1915); John Sites An-
keney (1870- ); Tom P. Barnett (1870-1929); Hanson Duvall 
Puthuff (18?5- · ) ; Paul F. Berdanier (18?9- ) ; and George 
Pearse Ennis (1884- ) are Midsouri landscape and marine 
painters who are products of .American art institutions. 
Some of Ntissouri' s women landscape and marine painters are; . 
Emily Bausch Summa (1875- ): Mrs. Kathryn • Cherry (1880-
1931): Ilah 1:/la.rian Kibbey (1888- ) : Florence Hazeltine: and 
Jessie Beard Rickly. Frank P. Nuderscher (1888- ): Oscar 
Edmund Berninghaus (1874- ): E. Oscar Thalinger (1885- ) : 
and illiam Bauer (1888- ); are landscape painters who 
may be classed as self-taught. 
Frederick Oakes Sylvester was born in ~Iassachusetts, 
but he was reared in and attended the public schools of 
St. Louis . He taught art in Central .High School, St. Louis, 
from 1892 until two years before his death in 1915. He 
spent his later years at Elsah, Illinois, north of St . Louis_ 
on the Mississippi where, "among the 'hills of Elsah' he 
painted the river and the further shore. He was the artist 
who first made the world realize that tbe 1ississippi ·was 
beautiful . He painted little else . Most of his paintings 
showed it in a gray mood . He excelled in depicting that 
poetic mistiness - that 'silver grayness' of Andrea del 
Sarto . Browning makes him say: 
'There's what we painters call ou~ harr~ony1 32 
A common grayness silvers everything ,-' "· 
One of Sylvester's smaller landscapes, "The Golden 
Oa.ks 11 , is the property of Miss Jessie A. Blair, Sedalia, 
Missouri . He painted mural decorations for the 1oonday 
Club, Central High School, St. Louis. He is the author of 
two books of charming poems. Verses was published 1900, 
and The Great River was published 1911. It contains half-
tones of twenty- four oil paintings of his beloved ;_v ississippi 
River by the author. 
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Sylvester was a member of the St . Louis Artists' Guild , 
the so·ciety of Western Artists, and one of the early members 
of the Two- By-Four Society of St . Louis Artists . 
John Sites Ankeney, art educator and landscape painter, 
studied some in Paris, but the greatest influence shown in 
his paintings seems to be that of Twachtman and Chase, es-
pecially Twachtman, with his delicacy of impressionistic 
coloring and technique . Ankeney studied at the Art Students 
League, rew York, and at Harvard . He received his A. B. de-
gree at the University of Missouri in 1906; his Litt . D. at 
Bethany College, Lindsborg, Kansas, in 1926 . Since 1901 he 
has been connected with the Fine Arts Department of the 
University of Missouri as student, instructor, or professor . 
Since 1929 he has been on leave of absence, and is director 
and curator of the Dallas, Texas, Public Art Gallery. His 
work is represented in collectio~s at the University of 
issouri ; Smoky River Art Club, Lindsborg, Kansa~; and the 
Carl Milles Collection, Cranbrook, Michigan. He is a man-
ber of the iestern Arts Association, the St . Louis Artists' 
Guild, ·ational Arts, and Salamagundi, New York. 
rom P . Barnett was a painter of winter landscapes and 
marine life . He was a: St . Louis architect; tbe youngest 
appointed to serve ·on the World's Fair Commission of St. 
Louis , and the designer of the Palace of Fine Arts . 
Barnett began to paint about 1905 . His "Lover's Lane" 
was the first picture purchased for the Missouri State Fair 
ennanent Collection . He was one of the painters for the 
Capitol at Jefferson City , 1vlissouri . His work can be seen 
among the paintings in the St. Louis Museum of Fine Arts 
and elsewhere . He was a member of Salamagundi Cl~b , New York; 
Artists' Guild, St . Louis; North Shore rt Association, 
Gloucester , uia.ssachusetts; Allied Artists of America; and 
several other societies of art. 
In an article in an issue of the American 1-Ia.gazine of 
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Art , Paul W. Brown has much to say in commendation of 
Barnett as an artist: 
"As an architect, Mr . Barnett always treats his 
materials respectfully .--- ,1r . Barnett's experience 
as a painter has enriched his architectural work. 
It shows itself in a freer us e of color and an en-
hanced delicacy in the balance of l ight and shade. 
---His use of color is most i nteresting. The modern 
picture that is all climax is an abomination to him. 
He understands how nature, while lavi sh in color, 
loves to concentrate its glory at certain focal 
points or burning places i n a lands cape. So he uses 
his pigments. --- Few painters have more lovingly 
studied or more successfully reproduced the inten-
sity and purity of certain cold tones in landscape. 
On the stairway of the Vlissouri thletic Association 
in St . Louis there hangs a picture of a wind-swept 
reach of ice- bound river, the blues of which have 
33 . 
an unforgettable luminos ity and purity. No one who 
knows Missouri's rivers in wint er can look at that 
picture without feeling the icy air on his cheek 
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and hearing the groaning of the tables of ice torn 
and wrenched by sull en tide and biting wind . 
Mr. Barnett and his work constitute one of the 
creative forces in the contemporary art of the 
middle west . '' 
'rhere is no imi tation evident in Barnett's paintings. 
In his pictures are l ines of his own. His '1/larines and land-
scapes have bold trea tment. "Father of Waters in inter", 
a marine of the Mississippi, has a very strong treatment . 
So, too , has "Snow and Ice" . In "Venicen there are plenty 
of sky and distance , and some distant vessels. "Guinea 
Boats" , "Cal l of the Sea", and "Sabbath Day11 are three 
wel l - known marines by Barnett . "Sabbath Day" shows many 
vessels at rest in a harbor, each one seeming to be the 
embodiment of a New England perso nality capable of adher-
ing to the strict Puri tan Sabbath day rest . "Woodland" and 
"Down to the Sea" are landscapes . "Woodland" is a forest scene 
and "Down to the Sea" is a view fro-n back in a woods through 
an opening between the trees where an almost wave-like path 
leads to the sea . 
Hanson Duvall Puthuf:f of Waverly, vlissouri, has done 
most of his landscapes in and around Colorado and California 
where he has been the winner of many prizes since 1909 . 
Paul 11'. Berdanier will be grouped with the etchers . 
He was first a landscape painter of merit and won many 
medals and awards . He has since then devoted his talent 
almost entirely to etching. His painting , "St. Louis Veiled 
Prophet Ball11 is in the permanent collection of the _ issouri 
Historical Society , and his "Canal at oret , .France" is 
in the permanent collection at· the Museum of ]fine Arts, • oret, 
:!:<'ranee . He is a member of the Society of .American Etchers, 
the Two-By- ~·our Society of St. Louis Artis ts , and the 
St. Louis Artists' Guild. 
George Pearse Ennis, St. Louisan , is a landscape and 
mural painter . He has won many. awards for landscape, water 
color , and pencil drawings . He is head of the faculty, 
John and Ii.table Ringling School of Art, Sarasota, :l!'lorida . 
The women landscape and marine painters of Missouri 
have produced some strong paintings, as well as some very 
exquisite ones . Some of them show a mastery of the use of 
color and the bold, modern, technique. Others are. delicate-
ly handled subjects . 
:Emily Bausch ~urnma is Gennan by birth . She has been 
taught very little, but hers is a sensitive genius, better 
perhaps for laclc of teaching . Her pictures have the power 
to ·soothe . They are loved by all . Is it because the artist 
had tasted the bitter and the sweet of life, and so under-
stood and appreciated both that her pictures are so very 
magnetic, even human , in their appeal? Perhaps she put 
her personality into her work . Certainly, her work shows 
mastery of tone and harmony . 
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Almost her entire training consisted of training in 
Central High School art classes conducted by ~"'rederick 
Oalces Sylvester , two terms in the St . Louis School of Fine 
Arts, and one summer sketch class with Edgar Bissell. In 
1917 she won the Sylvester Prize for landscapes . She is 
a member of the St . Louis Artists' Guild. 
1irs, Kathryn E. Cherry was an art-educator, as well 
as a successful landscape and still-life artist. She stud-
ied at the St . Louis School of Fine Arts, the New York 
School of Art , and in Europe one year . She was at different 
periods of time a pupil of Hugh Breckenridge, Paul Cor-
noyer, Richard E. Miller, and Arthur Dow . She was head of 
the art department , Principia Academy , St. Louis, from 
1914 until her death in 1931. 
vlrs. Cherry's still-life paintings are exquisite, 
seeming almost to reflect the influence of the Aesthetes 
of England in their colorful , tapestry-like qualities . 
Nevertheless, landscape painting was Mrs . Cherry's choice 
of work and in this field she was the winner of many 
prizes and medals. 
She was a member of the St . Louis Artists' Guild, 
the ~ational ociety of "'Jomen Painters and Sculpt;ors, and 
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of the Eight Women Painters, Philadelphia . 
Ilah Iarian Kibbey, artist of Kansas City, chooses 
marines for her fi~ld of expression. Her technique is very 
modern and especially well- adapted to the strength of waves 
and to the ruggedness of boats . ithal, she achieves misti-
ness. She studied with Henry B. Snell and, although the 
individuality of Miss Kibbey has manifested itself in her 
work and given it merit on its own account , there can be 
traced a hint of her training by a master of marines whose 
"atmosphere" was misty and gentle and was obtained with 
delicate, broad , stretches of finely modulated color. 
Miss Kibbey uses unusually fine color treatment. 0 Evening" 
is a marine which has very little sky and about three 
fourths, .or more , of the canvas given over to the water and 
the boats . It is cool in color and harmonious , as is like-
wise her marine in the l-Jissouri st~ ~e Fair Permanent 
Collection. lviiss Kibbey is officially connected with the 
Art Institute in Kansas City, llaissouri . 
In the summer of 1932 Jessie Beard Rickly and two 
other artists, Aimee Schweig and Bernard Peters, formed 
the Ste. Genevieve Art Colony . The inhabitants of the little 
old southeast [is souri town were startled, then wondering, 
and finally flattered when they were asked to pose . Again 
they were startled when Miss Rickly began to paint and did 
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most of her landscape painting with a putty kni fe . She 
painted the town square; quiet streets patterned in the 
sunlight and shadows of the leafy limbs of the old giant 
trees; the lime kiln; and the old Rozier Academy building. 
In 1927 Miss Rickly won the Halsey Cooley Ives Prize for 
landscape painting . 
The self- taught landscape and marine painters of Mis-
souri are not by any chance the least important among her 
artists . 
Frank P . Nuderscher is a St. Louis painter, illustra-
tor, mural painter, and etcher . He is best known for his 
interpretation of the Ozark ·scenery in his landscapes . He 
gets same of his themes , too, from St . Louis and its 
vicinity. He sometimes paints pictures of the t ississippi 
River with boats and smoke . In fact, uderscher's painting 
of smoke is famous . He often gives his pictures unusually 
lovely tone with an autumn veil of dead-leaf smoke of al-
most no ~ensity . He paints as one who understands and is 
in perfect sympathy wit~ his theme . The Ozark country is 
artistically a very rich field. Nuderscher interprets in 
his pictures its characteristic charms of nature. "Morn-
ing in an Ozark Village" gives one the feeling that the 
artist was at one with his theme and his art. 
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11The Foundation of a ity" is a painting by uderscher 
of a St . Louis industrial scene , and won the fir s t prize, 
a St• Louis Chamba~ of Commerce Purchase Prize, for being 
just that . It is charming in color - uderscher' s paintings 
have that attribute , always; it is apt in compositional 
arrangement - being both powerful and vital; and its hand-
ling is vigorous in treatment . 
11st. Albans, Mo . ", the painting purchased by the 
Missouri State Fair, is well balanced, masterful in tech-
nique, and exquisite in its autwnn yellows and violets . 
In 1928 -udersc.her complete<t. for the Hamburg-Ameri-
can liner, The Saint Louis, a mural painting repres ent ing 
a panorama of St. Louis . 
Nuderscher is a member of the Artists' Guild, St. Louis, 
and a member and past president of the Two-By-Four Society 
of t . Louis Artists. 
Oscar Edmund Berninghaus, A. N. A., is one of the fore-
most painters of Western life, and one of the founders of 
the Taos Society of Painters, Taos, New exioo. He was 
born and lives in St . Louis . He studied a short time at 
the St. i..ouis School of l!'ine Arts .- otherwise he is self-
taught . His speciality is the Indian and Mexican life of 
the uouthwest . 
11 anter in the est" is t he property of the City Art 
Museum, St . Louis . His work is well represented in the 
Capitol at Jefferson City, the library, and city schools 
of St. Louis. "One of the Old ~en of Pueblo" won the st. 
Louis Artists' Guild Prize at the fourteenth annual ex-
hibition held by that organization. ''Winter Day on the 
Mississippi" and "A Hiner's Rendezvous" are both charac-
teristic of Berninghaus' vivid style. Just recently, 
Berninghaus has completed a mural in the coffee shop of 
·,o • 
the Lennox Hotel in St. Louis. It consists of three panels: 
"Christopher Columbus", "Balboa Discovering the Pacific", 
and 0 De Soto at the .Iississippi '', center. 
He is a member of the American Federation of Arts; t he 
Society of Western Artists; the St. Louis Artists' Guild; 
St. Louis Art League; the Two-By-li'our Society of St. Louis 
Artists; the Taos Society of Artists; and in 1926. was 
elected A. N. A. 
E. Oscar Thalinger is a modernist. His idea is to por-
tray character rather than beauty. He believes that colors 
have personalities - that blue, for instance, is a symbol 
of introspection; that red expresses, on the other hand, 
a mere surface i nterpretation of nature . Tbalinger is a 
sub j ective painter, which means that he must be able to 
empathize in a landscape before he can paint it. If he 
can "feel" at one with the region he is to interpret on 
canvas, then he paints - but not until that time. "The Spirit 
oi' the Ozarks 11 , winner of the Halsey Cooley Ives Prize not 
long ago, was pain+ed after Thalinger had thought about tell-
ing its story on canvas for many years. In order to empathize, 
he visited the Ozarks, lived out in the open, slept on pine 
needles, looked up at a canopy studded with countless stars, 
caught the "Spirit" he sought, and returned to his studio in 
a garret in St. Louis and painted the picture under an auto 
light - his own idea of the way in which to achieve the best 
color effects. His landscapes are good examples of Color-
Orchestration, or in other words, they are musical, rhythmical, 
symphonies of the outdoors. Thalinger says, 
"Painting is purely an illusion (and this was the 
theory of Illonet) - Nature has a thousand colors. We 
have only a tew hunared. flhen we try to simulate 
nature we get a weak reflection. Modernism, or Pre-
sentism - as it is now called, accentuates the whole 
by casting aside the irrelevant detail.---Time will tell 
whether or not modern art will live . It is unfair to 
judge what is created today by the things of the past 
that };_lave lived. We are comparing the thousands of 
pictures, good and bad, with one masterpiece that has 
lived through the centuries. TL~e alone will reveal 
how much of a common language is being developed today."
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\,illiam Bauer is a St. Louis landscape painter who 
has spent most of his life in St. Louis and has had most 
of his career in and around St . Louis and Kansas City. He 
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is self-taught, except for some study in St. Louis. His 
picture, "Snow Scene", in the Missouri State Fair Permanent 
Collection seems t0 resemble snow scenes by Twachtman. It 
is of graceful proportions, has variations and contrasts 
of· tint, and like 'rwachtman, too, has some parts of the 
canvas left absolutely bare , especially around the lines 
of drawing. 
In the landscape group mention should be made of the 
landscapes of Carl Gustave Waldeck, St . Louis figure pain-
ter. Landscapes are the subjects of hi~ later choice and have 
won for him membership in the Society of Ozark Painters . 
"In Hushed Vale" is a landscape after Corot, by 




MISSOURI PAI iTERS 
PORTRAIT FIGURE GilffiE l.iINIATURE ANINJ.AL 
By the middle of the nineteenth century the artists 
who had almost no ~raining, such as the -itinerant portrait 
painter who often had artistic talent - perhaps even gen-
ius - but no knowledge of technique .o r material; those 
artists in .America, were a thing of the past . rhis does not 
mean that - trainin~ must come from an institution and does 
not include that very commendable group of s elf-taught 
artists , but only those who were satisfied with a lack of 
knowledge as long as there was an easy market fo~ their 
pictures . Earlier than the '5O's in lligland the portraits 
by villiam Etty (1787- 1849) , were models for flesh painting. 
Science , too , was making discoveries which advanced the 
devel opment in the use of pigments . The scientific discover-
ies of light a.lid colors by Chevreul in 1864 interested the 
whole worl d in the seven colors of the spectrum. Jonet 
found that i t was better to not mix colors , but set little 
strokes of the colors side by side and thereby create an 
illusion of the subject before him. Technical knowledge 
was gaining such ilaportance that there was everywhere a 
demand for trained artists; trained portrait painters were 
the only ones who could be successful in obtaining com-
missions. 
As in t he case of the Mi s souri landscape and mar ine 
painters, the early portrait pain t ers sought their train-
ing in England and in ffrance. The mos~ popular choice 
at the time was the training in aris with Constant and 
Laurens. England and Iunich were r ecognized by many as 
excellent, too - especially t he study of portraiture in 
England. 
Colonel H. Stanley Todd was born and rea red i~ St. 
Louis . He studied under ·Halsey Coole Ives with E. H. erpel . 
He left St . Louis· and ·studied i n Pari s i n t he studios of 
Benjamin Constant and Jean Paul Laurens. lith them he 
learned his sound fundamentals and his expert draughtsman-
ship; and derived from their t eaching the p ermanent habit 
of drawing definitely in ink all of his por t raits before t he 
painting was started. He later studied in England and it was 
there, perhaps ·, that he first learned fine arra~ement and 
color. His method of procedure might be called interpretive; 
to study the figure before him until a perfect mental 
o~ . 
picture can be retained with the eyes clos ed: to draw 
and then paint from memory: to study the character and the 
personality of the subject : to interpret the whole in his 
painting . This method has made Col . Todd a noted portrait 
painter . 
Carl Gustave Waldeck (1866-1931) , mentioned among the 
landscape painters, was at first a portrait painter and as 
such won many medals . He studied at the St. Louis School · 
of Fine Arts and , later, at the Academie Julien, Paris, 
with Constant and Laurens . He was a member of the Society 
of Western Painters: . the St. Louis Artists' League : the 
American Art Association: and was an Officier d'Academie, 
Paris , France,' 1904 • . 
Ralph Chesley Ott (1875-1931) was born and lived in 
pringfield , ~lissouri . He was a portrai t painter, although 
he did other notable works , also. He has been mentioned as 
one of the painters for the Capitql at Jefferson City . 
His first training in art was obtained at the St. Louis 
School of Fine Arts; his later training he received in 
Paris with Constant and Laurens . 
Ott was schooled thoroughly in the works of the Old 
Masters . He had no sympathy and little to do with what he 
considered worthless innovations and fads of the moder-
ists . He studied most closely the works of Titian and of 
Tintoretto , Venetian masters of the sixteenth century: 
and the works of Sir Joshua Reynolds, Romney , and Lawrence, 
all representative,' of the remarkable portrait-painters 
which grew up in England towards the middle of the eight-
eenth century under the influence of Rubens and Van Dyck, 
Titian and iurillo . These painters were all colorists and 
masters of tone . 
One of the outstanding portraits by Ott is that of 
Mrs . Sam Baker, "Orange and Brown" . True to his study the 
artist has here achieved an ensemble of drawing, color, 
modelling, texture, atmosphere, and quality - it is a 
beautiful work of art . 
Richard E. iller, A., is another Missouri portrait-
painter ~f this period who studied with Constant and Laurens. 
His fields of expression are so numerous and varied that 
he can hardly be grouped conclus~1ely with any one group. 
His landscapes have been mentioned . His paintings and 
stained glass window designs for the Capitol have received 
notice herein . He is also well-known for figure work and 
still-life paintings . He has taught many pupils. His works 
are to be found in the Metropolitan Museum of ~ew York: 
in the Rhode Island School of Design: and in 1908, 1909, 
and 1914 the French Government purchased his Salon pictures 
for the Luxembourg Galleries . He was elected ational 
Academician in 1915 . 
Albert Bloch (1882- ) was born in st. Louis. He is a 
painter of portraits and a lecturer on art. He received 
his training at Munich, which was for a time the mecca for 
American students . 
Since 1923 Professor Bloch has been director of the 
department of drawing and painting in the School of Fine 
Arts at the University of Kansas, Lawrence. 
Bloch's work shows the influence of Max Pechstein , 
an artist who has gone back to the peasant art of Germany 
of a century or so ago. Pechstein's art is very decorative 
and has in it, above all, the attempt to express the facts 
of nature in landscape - the brightness and heat of the 
sun, the intense gloom of the storm-cloud, and in figure 
work the vital energy of life . Bloch's work is more cos-
mopolitan in outlook than that o~ Pechstein. He is build-
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ing up a very promising individual style . 
Professor Bloch has made "one man shows" in both 
hurope and the United States , but he has never submitted 
pictures for the approval of juries and has never competed 
for prizes . 
Charles Galt (1884- was born at St . Louis. He 
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received his training at the St. Louis School of tine Arts 
and under t he teaching of rti chard ~. Jiller . His first por-
traits were very ereditable . Suddenly he sb::>wed a sparkle 
of genius and his later works in portraiture are meritor-
ious . The figures are life- like; they really sit in chairs; 
they have energy and vitality expressed . 
abel Edsall is a conterrrporary portrait-painter. She 
is a St. Louisan. Her portraits are very promi sing. "Por-
traittt , which is _a comparatively recent painting,' depicts 
in natural, easy, style a boy in a chair reading a book . 
The figure-pain t ers and the genre ca1 hardly be sep-
arated or even distinguished one from the other in some 
cases . F. Humphrey voolrych does s~me very cmracteristic 
figure painting in addition t o his landscapes . "A Gypsey 
Girl Sketch" , oil, and "An Italian Peasant Girl", water 
color , are t wo very attractive and colorful figures by 
him; while 11 aiting" , an interior in water color, seems 
to savor of genre . All are distinguished by pure, fresh, 
color . 
~'ugene Higgins , A. N. A. , was born in Kansas City, Mi s -
souri , in 1874. He is very outstanding as a figure and 
genre painter . He was a pupil of the St. Louis School of 
Fine Arts and later of masters in Paris . Some of his works 
bear a close resemblance to the genre of the Barbizons of 
France; others, those which portray poverty and types of 
dissolute and ruinbd humanity , seem to show resemblance 
to, if not direct influence of, Harry Becker, the pastoral 
impressionist of the nineteenth century who liked to portray 
in his paintings such subjects as weariness of toil, and 
the like. 
"Over Green Hills", by Higgins, won t he one thousand 
dollar prize and Samuel T. Shaw medal at a recent Salama-
gundi exhibition. ttThe Black Cloud" was awarded the Altman 
prize of one thousand dollars at the National Academy ex-
hibition, 1931. The tone of the picture is of rather low 
pitch. The figures of a man and a woman, poorly dressed 
and bent against the weather, are hurrying away from a 
physical cloud, dark and threatening, in the sky; but seem-
ingly they are under an unescapabl d cloud of poverty. The 
figures ·resemble the peasants in the genre pictures of Mill et. 
The natural background for them is powerful and fitting in 
mood . The pictures by Higgins have a strong relationship, 
it seems, to the art of Courbet , the French genre painter 
w:tose paintings of material thiD..gs killed the Beauty folly 
of the early nineteenth century and had a wide influence 
on the development of modern painting . In modern painting 
the emphasis has ceased to be on Beauty, alone, but bespeaks 
Character. The modern Impressionism has oompelled artists 
to look at Life. 
Higgins is re~resented by his works in the New York 
Public Library: the Congressional Library: the Brooklyn 
Institute of Arts and Sciences : the British ,Ius eum, London: 
the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris : and elsewhere. He is a 
member of the Society of American Etchers : the American 
Society of Painters , Sculptors and Gravers: the .American 
Water Color Society: and is an associate member of the 
National Academy. 
Robert A. Kissack {1876- ), St. Louis artist, shows 
more skill and technique in his figure and genre work than 
in any other type of painting, although he is well-lmown for 
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his portraits, landscapes, and marines. He was one of the paint-
ers for the Capitol at Jefferson City and has been mentioned 
previously in that capacity. Her :ceived his training at 
the St. Louis School of Fine Arts and at Paris . "The Little 
Bride" and "The Window Seat" - interior with figure, are por-
traits . "Hobos Three" is distinctly a genre painting. It 
is a portrayal of a bit of life often to be observed in a 
city park - three hobos in characteristically lazy positions 
on a park bench. 11The Pattern :,Iaker" is a very interesting 
figure study - a character sketch, well-done, of an old 
man in his workshop surrounded by his working materials 
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which he seems to love . "Moonlight 11 is a beautiful landscape 
and "Moonlight- Clovelly Bay'' is a marine . 
Fred Greene Carpenter (1882- ) has been previously 
mentioned in several capacities. His best work , however, 
is his figure painting of riotously rich and remarkably 
well-organized coloring . He studied at the St . Louis 
School of Fine Arts , and at Julien Academie, Paris . He 
was a pupil of Lucien Simon and Richard E. Miller. He is 
an instructor of drawing and painting at the St. Louis 
School of Fine Arts . 
He is represented in the permanent collection of the 
City Art ilil.seum, St. Louis : the John Herron Institute, 
Indianapolis : the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts: and 
the Ca~itol a t Jefferson City . He las won many medals in 
.America and Paris. He has twice received the Carl Wimar 
prize for figure painting and the Bettie Boffinger prize, 
St . Louis. He is a member of the Two-By-Four Society of 
St. Louis Artists and of the Society of Western Painters. 
11The Breeze- Blown Girl" is full of ecstatic and viv-
ifying color. The girl is gay and carries brass buckets 
which have an enlivening sheen. In complement there are 
patches of blue water which bespeak the tang of the sea. 
"The Gossips" is a decorative painting with Oriental col-
oring and theme . ucaprice" is the winner of a Carl Wima.r 
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prize for figure pai nting at the fourteenth annual exhib-
ition of the St . Louis Artists' Guild . "Cardplayers" is full 
of vivid color and life and portrays the costumes or Span-
ish or Mexican rioters . 
The works of Alfred Russell have a realistic quality . 
The world of outdoor sports supplies his subject material . 
'rha titles are descriptive ~ "The Swamp Angel", "l'IIallards", 
"Sundown - When the Sportsmen's Guns Grow Silent" , "A Day 
\ i th Bob White", and "In the Lowlands" . The la st named is 
entirely landscape. The others emphasize figure painting 
and bits of outdoor life. 
Of a peculiar interest are the ccmpositi ons by a con-
temporary Missouri painter, Thomas H. Benton, which are 
illustrative of the history of America from the Indian to 
the bootlegger . Benton started these interesting historical 
and genre paintings in the sunnuer of 1929. He wandered 
through the uouthern states in a Ford and painted. Benton 
was born and reared in Missouri and has pictured these bits 
of life with understanding and with even a touch of satire. 
His chief interest is the world of industry and labor, the 
factory, mine, railroad, the steamboat. His drawings are 
powerful and living. His pictures of the river traffic 
are particularly stimulating . All are epic and possess one 
essential quality - the breath of life . "Logging" is matter 
of fact and vigorous. These pictures are a decided improve-
ment over his pictures of the past which have been rather 
disappointing. Benton has always shown a potential force, 
but stifled his art with an excess of his own theories. 
His attitude toward the current art - theories of others -
has been "I'm from · is souri". He bas evolved his own 
theories and they seem to be enabling him to find himself. 
Alice Beckington, born in St. Louis 1868, is a minia-
ture painter. She studied at the Art Students League, New 
York: the Academia Julien, Pari s : and with Charles Lazar, 
Paris. She is the founder of the American Society of lvlini-
ature Painters and is its president. 
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Mrs. Georgia Timken Fry (1864-1921) may be classed as an 
animal painter , her speciality being landscapes with sheep. 
She studied with Harry ·' hompson, Aime-Morot, 0chenck and 
Cazin in Paris . It was Morot who first made use of the 
lmowledge gleaned from photographs f'or action in the pain-
ting of animals, and reproduced this action in his horses. 
It was from him that Mrs. Fry learned to paint animals. 
Her 11Return of the Flock" is the property of the Boston 
Art Club . She was a member of the National Society of i omen 
Painters and Sculptors: the bociety of l ew York Artists: 




STILL- LI:E'E JI'.A.NCY 
For inspiration for the late and promising field of. 
decorative art which includes murals, some still-life, and 
paintings of pure fancy, the American artist had to go 
back to the Greeks and Romans with their gods and goddesses, 
and to the Italian artists who knew these classical anti-
quities ·so well. The present· mural decorator~ are the very 
fortunate inheritors of the harmonious and codified great 
Italian traditions which started with Raphael and Correggio. 
Jules Guerrin, A. N. A. (1866- ) is probably the best 
' 
known mural painter of issouri . He studied the technique 
of art in the studios of Constant and Laurens, Paris. As 
a mural painter he has enjoyed wide-spread popularity 
throughout the United States . 
Guerrin has executed decorations in Lincoln Memorial 
and Pennsylvania ailroad Station, ~:Jew York . He was the 
mural decorator for the Federal Reserve Bank, San Francisco. 
t{--tf o I 1 
Several years ago Guerrin painted seven large murals 
for the Cleveland Terminal Building, Cleveland, Ohio . They 
are lunettes in which the figures are approximately life-
size . In subject they represent the four elements; the 
first represents ater: the second and third represent Air: 
the fifth and sixth represent Barth: the seventh represents 
Fire: and the fourth panel, which is the center, is a rep-
resentation of Commerce and Industry, largely dependent 
upon the four elements and particularly appropriate to the 
purposes for which the building was erected. "Water" has 
in it the picturization of some of the various uses to 
which water is put: a boy drinking, men fishing, a 'WOman 
carrying water jugs - these against a background of the 
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sea with aquatic birds near and sailboats in view. In "Air", 
the trees and grass are bent to the wind , geese and other 
fowls of the air are a part , the center figure bas a fal-
con which is poised for flight, and the uses man has made 
of air are shown in windmills, sailboats, and Col . Lindbergh 
with the ttSpirit of St . Louis" . The'!&rth11 lunette is rep-
resentative of the productivity of the earth - fruits and 
vineyards, with civilization adding wine jars, plowing, 
and cultivation of the ground. In 11 Fire" there is in center 
a brazier of burning coals. Back of it an old man is warm-
ing himself . Another -figure is holding his han1s over it. 
There is snow in the foreground and on the distant hills , 
but there is , also , wood for fire . The industrial use for 
fire is shown by steel mills in the distance . The entire 
work is colorful - Guerrin is famous for his harmonious 
and effective use of color . Some of his murals have been 
epoch-making in the development of mural painting in Amer-
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ica . 
Guerrin is a member of the National Institute of Arts 
and Letters: the lunerican Water Color Society: the Society 
of .American Illustrators: the i:fow York \7ater Color Club: 
and the Amateur Comedy Club. Among numerous other distinc-
tions he has been awarded the Yerkes edal. 
Edgar Alwin Payne (1882- ) , born in lashburn, Missouri , 
is a painter who has done a number of murals in prominent 
buildings . He was a pupil of the Art Inst itute of Chicago 
for a short time , but he is chiefl.r s,elf-taught . 
His mural decorations for the Am~rican Theater, Chicago , 
have received very commendable praise. Besides several 
.American art organization memberships, he is honored with 
membership in the Union Internationale des Arts et des 
ettres, Paris . 
George Pearse Ennis, of whom there has been mention 
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made before, has achieved successful murals . He is , also , 
a designer of stained glass windows. These , in many churches 
in the United States - including the victory windows in the 
... ili tary Chapel , 1 ew York Military Academy - and his murals 
conprise his principal works . 
LeRoy D. McMorris (1893- ) , a Sedalia , Missouri , artist, 
painted murals for the Yilliam Ro ckhill Nelson Gallery of 
Art in h.ansas City. 
Among the still-life artists of Missouri Mrs . Kathryn 
• Cherry, landscape painter , deserves placement . Her 
"Fish , rui t , and .t!'lowers11 is the winner of a gold medal. 
Stuart C. Edie received his training at the Kansas City 
Art Institute . It is evident in his use of paint that he 
has been influenced by the modern rench art . In his 
st ill-life , in which he is at his 1)est, he uses thick 
paint, smoothly applied . His color possesses body and 
warmth . The subjects of his canvases are mainly abstract, 
and rely on the excellence of pattern and rich, luminous, 
colori:.:i.g for -their appeal . Two typical examples of his 
works 9.re: "Still-Life i i th Head" and "Still- Life vii th 
Triangle" . Both show an intelligent use of simplification 
and both are very decorative. 
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Dooley Dionysius, of Kirkwood, issouri, paints pure 
fancy . His art is microscopic . He paints miniatures which 
are only three inches square and few ·of his paintings are 
larger than eight inches by- ten inches, yet some of them 
contain hundreds of distinct figures and flowers of exqui-
site daintiness. He_ is by profession a designer of jewelry. 
He explains t.hat he owes his skill in such fine drawing 
largely to a -pecu;l.ia;rity of eyesight which causes him to 
see objects somewhat larger than they appear to persons 
with normal sight. Dean Wuerpel, of the St. Louis School 
of Fine Arts, says that t he fanciful creations of Diony-
37 
sius have both music and poetry in them. 
Mildred Bailey Carpenter, wife of Fred Greene Carpen-
ter, has to her credit some highly individual water colors. 
They are aesthetic, fanciful, creations , beautifully done. 
Her characters might, apparently , have stepped from some 
of the old books of romantic tiL""!les. 
The field for the application of modern art is- large 
and of great variety . Last year Mrs. Gisella Loeffler 
Lacher, painter of St . Louis, transfo~ed a modern surgical 
operating room into a colorful fairy-tale hall . It is in 
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Austrian peasant style with brilliant, fanciful ., scenes 
over every nook and cranny of it. It was designed to in-
terest both children and adults and intended to divert 
the patient, since most of the operations done there are 
done under local anaesthetics . The ro om i s i n Barnes 




MISSOURI SCULPTORS .AND El'CHERS 
.1:1.gain the classic Greek art is called upon for the 
inspiration for the modern when the field of sculpture is 
surveyed. For training - besides th-e .'ll.issouri institutions -
the issouri sculptors have had the French schools, Rodin , 
Saint-Gaudens, Lorado Taft , Barnard, lirafly , Zolnay, and 
numerous other master sculptors. In this field , too, some 
have been self-taught. 
Robert Porter Bringhurst (1855-1925) was a sculptor 
of st. Louis who received his training there and at the 
Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris . Some of his principal works 
and their locations are: "Awakening Spring", Art Institute, 
Chicago; statue of General Grant, City Hall Park , St. Louis; 
~,innesota's monument at Gettysburg ; and Peill:1sylvania's 
monument at Shiloh . Bringhurst was a member of the Society 
of Western .artists; the National Sculpture Society, New 
York ; the St. Louis Artists' Guild; and the Legion of Honor. 
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Bessie Onahotema. Potter Vonnoh , N. A., (1872- ) was 
born in St. Louis . She ha d some training in the Art Insti-
tute of Chicago under Lorado Taft , but is otherwise self 
taught . She has met with success as a sculptor and has 
some outstanding works representing her art . She is rep-
resented in the Capitol , Washington , D •. c ., by a portrait 
bust of James s . Sherman. he is represented by work in the 
1vietropolitan ..,useum, 11,iew York. 
Mrs. Vonnoh's specialty is statuettes of women and 
children . In her chosen work she has won medals in Paris 
and Ameri ca . 
In 1925 Mrs. Vonnoh made the Boosevelt memorial bird 
fountain , Oyster Bay, Long Island . In 1927 she designed 
a life- size fountain group for a children's garden to be 
planted in Central Park as a memorial to Frances Hodgson 
Burnett . The group is composed of a standing girl figure 
holding a basin of water for birds and a boy at her feet 
playing a reed pipe . 
Mrs . Vonnoh is a member of the l ational Sculpture 
Society. In 1921 she was elected National Academician . 
Charles P . Crumb (18?4- ), Bloomfield , Missouri, 
sculptor , was a pupil of Barnard , Taft , and Grafly . He 
wa s a successful exhibitor at the Pennsylvania Academy 
of Fi ne Art s , Phil adel phia , in 1924. 
1Iaud Daggett (1883- ) is a sculptor who is a native 
Kansas Citian. She studied with Lorado Taft and has de-
signed and executed fountains at Hotel Raymond, Pasadena, 
California, and Memorial Fountain , "Castelar st. Creche". 
Mrs. Nancy Coonsman Hahn (1892- ) , wife of Emanuel 
Hahn of St. Louis, was born and has always lived in St. 
Louis. Her training in sculpture was received from Zolnay 
and Grafly. She is represented in the City Art Museum , 
St. Louis, by her statue, t'Maidenhood" . For Memphis , Ten-
nessee, she executed a war memorial , "The Doughboy". She 
is the designer of the monument to Missouri soldiers erect-
ed by the state in Choppy, France. 
alker Hanoo ck (1901- ) is a young and very promising 
sculptor of St. Louis. He studied at the Pennsylvania Acad-
emy of Fine Arts. He does portrait sculpturing, two examples 
of which are: "Janet Shields" and "James W. Walker". He 
models also fountain figures . 11Sea-V eed" is one of his 
fountain figures. 
Roy van Auken Sheldon, St. Louis sculptor, is consid-
ered by Paris as the greatest of young sculptors. He went to 
France for the purpose of studying with a master sculptor. 
He was at once advised by Antoine Bourdelle to subject 
himself to no teacher. Bourdelle saw in Sheldon a great 
talent which had the ability to shape itself, end which should 
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not, therefore , be suppressed, but should be allowed to 
work out ,its own greatness . Sheldon was in~xperienced and 
inclined, at first, to lack confidence in ability to train 
himself . However, he followed Cizek's idea of self-train-
ing. In order that he might not ever be misled. or influenced 
by an early product of hiB own, he smashed each figure as 
soon as he completed it - his practise had its effect on 
his training, but his practise subjects were as fleeting 
as the studies and exercises which a musician aoes for 
mastery in technique. 
Sheldon's success lies part ly in his clear, decided, 
idea of what good sculpture must have as its attributes. 
Precision and hardness he considers two ne_cessary quali-
ties . Good sculpture should never be exclamatory, but 
should hold and repose the eye . Three-dimensional rhythm 
must be obtained by complete unity and interpenetration 
of its masses . Sculpture, to accomplish its perfect free-
dom, must sta.I_ld free in space. 
Sheila Burlingame, contemporary 1Iissouri sculptor, 
has her own ideas about sculpture . Her style· is very un-
conventional, and is also very strongly individual. bhe 
does her own glazing on terracotta and her result is 
unorthodox, it is true, but possesses a beautiful, velvety, 
luster. Miss Burlingame aoes many bronze portraits . They 
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are rather rugged in their "unfinish", as it were, and 
perhaps some of their aliveness is due to this technique . 
She has done a uumber of bronze portraits of prominent 
.Americans , among them Senator Borah of Idaho . 
Just as the perfection of color harraonies in a paint-
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ing may be , and is in sane schools , termed Color- Orches t ration: 
so fine etchings possessed of rhythmical unity may be 
termed Line- Orchestration - the employment of line in mus-
ical rhythm. Skillful etchings require accurate drawing , 
a keen eye and steady hand, and fine design . I t is upon 
the variety and life i n the lines, the line direction, and 
the rhythmical pattern that the whole charm of an etching 
is dependent . It was an English artist, Aubrey Beardsley 
(1872- 1898) , who was the master of a line whi ch had such 
exquisite quality that it had th same effect on the eye 
that the perfect notes of a violin have upon the hearing . 
In his short life his individual style created schools of 
followers in England, Europe , and .America . No one has 
achieved Beardsley's perfection. In America W. H. Bradley 
is one of his most gifted followers . I n England, Brangwyn 
is, perhaps , the greatest etcher . In .America and England, 
histler was one of the great masters of etching . The 
.American etcher , c. J . Wa tson has outstanding etchings to 
his credit • 
.Among Missouri etchers there are some of national 
repute, as well as many who have not yet arrived. 
Robert Bartholomew Har she ( 18?9- is a Mi ssour.i 
etcher who is nationally known . In 1905 and 1906 he was 
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an instructor of 1fine Arts at Missouri University . He is 
now director of the Art Institute of Chicago . He is rep-
resented oy his etchings . in the ~os Angeles Juseum, the 
Brooklyn Museum , and in the Luxembourg Museum. He is a 
member of the Palette and Chisel Club and an honorary 
member of the Brooklyn Society of Etchers . He is the.author 
of Readers Guide to Modern Art arid .c)rints and Their IJakers. 
Charles K. Gleeson (18'78- ) is a St. Louis painter and 
etcher. He studied at the St . Louis School of Fine Arts, 
the Academy of Colarossi, and the Academie de la Grand 
Chaumiere, Paris . He has successful+Y exhibited etchings 
at the Paris Salon . His etchings are represented in the 
permanent collection of the Art Institute , Chicago: the 
Toledo Art Museum: the New York Public Library: the 
Library of Congress: the Worcester Art Museum: and the 
John Herron Art Institute, Indianapolis • . 
Gleeson has had for his specialty paintings and 
etchings of Mexico. Recently his added specialty of sub-
ject choice has been bits of interesting life pictured 
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in the activities of city playgrounds. 
In painting, Gleeson has been very successful, too. 
In 1916 he was awarded the grand prize for painting given 
by the St. Louis Art League. He is a member of the st . Louis 
Artists' Guild and of the Chicago Society of ~tchers . 
rroy Kinney (1871- ), born in Kansas City , is a paint-
er, etcher, and author. He studied art in the Yale School 
of Fine Arts and at the Chicago Art Institute. In his 
etchings and paintings he has specialized in subjects which 
relate to the dance, and he has written. many historical and 
analytical articles on the dance. These have appeared in 
some of the principal American and Spanish-American mag-
azines and have been replete with many decorations, designs, 
and illustrations. He is co-author of The Dance . Its Place 
in Art and Life, published 1914. His wife, Margaret vlest 
Kinney, was the joint author. A review of this book will 
give not only its qualities as a book, but also an insight 
into the attitudes of the authors and artists - Mrs. Kinney 
is an art-ist, too - toward all art, and a word of descrip-
tion of the illustrations therein: 
The Kinneys confess in the preface to this book 
that the subject of which they write is one of their 
two "overwhelming enthusiasms". The other, we take 
it, , is their ·own particular art of painting; but 
they write of dancing, too, as an art and accord it 
a place of honor with its sisters. "Appreciation of 
an artti, they say, "requires no faculties not included 
in the normal human equipment; more than anything 
else _it is a matter of knowing what to look for . n 
'.i'heir aim is to help others to an appreciation of 
dancing by telling them what to look for . There are 
chapters devoted to: The dancing of ancient l!:gypt 
and Greece: Dancing in Rome: The Ballets' technique: 
European folk dancing: Oriental dancing of to-day, 
etc. The book has frontispiece in color, many line 
drawings, and over three hwidred illustrations from 
photographs. 38 
Kinney is a member of the Chicago Socie t y of. Etchers; 
the Architectural League of Nevi York; and an honorary mem-
ber of the Print Club .of Philadelphia. 
Eugene Higgins, whose genre paintings have gained so 
much recognition, is an etcher of equal skill. So, like-
wise, is Frank P . Nuderscher, the self -taught painter of 
interpretive Ozark landscapes. 
Paul F. Berdanier, who has been mentioned among the 
landscape painters, is - in the opinion of England - one 
of the most gifted etchers of his gener ation. Dry points 
are his latest achievement and he has four in the exhib-
ition of the Society of .American Ltchers. At first, 
because of his massive t echnique in the use of pigment 
in his paintings, his etchings were said to have the 
quality of a modern painting . Although the criticism was 
not meant to be adverse, Berdanier did not consider it 
38. 
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favorable and since then has worked toward a finer line 
expression. He has achieved this in his "Antarctica" , 
selected recently by the American art Dealers' Associa-
tion as one of the one hundred best prints of the year. 
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CHAPTER XII 
A FEi'l MISSOuRI COMMERCIAL ARI'ISTS 
Hitherto, the fields of art treated in this thesis 
have been of the fine arts group . Some of them are applied, 
all are certainly useful , and many of them are of commer-
cial value, but these phases of them do not constitute 
their real reason for being and, consequently, they are 
not so classified. Toward the beginning, however, mention 
was made of the art which democracy demanded . Commercial 
art - although a useful and ap lied , rather than a fine, 
art - is most assuredly a gra~hic art demanded by democ-
racy . True enough, some of the so-called cor1111ercial art 
is not worthy of the name of art , but the same is true 
of some examples of would-be fine art and should not 
bring cor damnation upon the en tire field concerned . Com-
mercial art , even though it is not one of the finer arts, 
has a fine ana worthy purpose to serve . In .America it has 
had , probably, a wider berth of freedom tba.n it has had 
in any other country . As a result the commercial art of 
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America has been more prolific and, at once , consistent 
of a large amount of bad and good. The good merits its 
place in graphic art. 
In Missouri only about six commercial artists will 
be mentioned. These six chosen represent a portion of the 
best in illustration, cartoon, caricature, and poster a r t. 
Alice Beach Winter (18?7- ), an artist of Green Ridge, 
Missouri, is an illustrator. She was a student at the Art 
Students League , Hew York, in 1901 . She is a member of the 
Society of omen Painters and Sculp t ors, New York, and of 
the Gloucester Society of Artists. Her favorite type of 
illustration, and the type in which she excels, is that of 
the stories of child-life . She has originated cover designs 
in _ colo-r for many magazines. Besides her illustrations she 
is a painter of child life . She has exhibited at the 
lational Academy , iew York: th8 Pennsylvania Academy of 
Fine Arts, Philadelphia: the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh: 
the St . Louis Museum of li'ine _l\.rts: and the r,mseum of History, 
Science, and Art, Los Angeles, alifornia. 
Hugh .l!'erriss (1899- ) is an illustrator·, etcher, and 
author. He is also a consulting architect and some of his 
principal work has been the preparation of original designs 
for civic projects in architecture . Eis book , The Metrop-
olis ot Tomorrow, published in 1929, is criticized as being 
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beautiful but probably a menace, inasmuch as i n it t he 
author is guilty of exploiting the glory of t he skyscraper 
at the sacrifice of true human and economic values. It is 
considered beautiful because of charming and imaginative 
illustrations which Ferriss put in it. Ferriss' illustra-
tions appear frequently in Arts and Decorations and in 
Harper's. He is a member of the League of American Artists. 
Angus Peter I-.IacDonall (18?6-+927) was a St. Louis 
illustrator and lecturer on art. Besides illustrations for 
books, he was illustrator and cartoonist for a number of 
popular magazines aCTong which was Life. He was a member 
of the Chicago Water Color Club: Palette and Chisel Club: 
and the .rlew York Socieuy of Illustrat ors. 
George 1.'lcManus (1884- ) is a St. Louisan. He is one 
of the most popular carto onisus in America. There is real 
understanding of human nature in his comic strips. They 
are dramatic episodes in life which are universal in t heir 
appeal. Skill of line express ion makes his use of only a 
few lines ef fective. Perhaps it is superfluous to mention 
the comic series of which he is the creator, but for the 
benefit of the few to whom they are unfamiliar they are: 
Let George Do It: The ewly '/eds and Their Baby: Bringing 
Up Father: and others. Wc ilanus is a member of the Authors ' 
League of .America. 
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Ralph Barton (1891- was born in Kansas City . He is 
an artist and caricaturist . He received his training in 
Paris . At the age of nineteen he began his contributions 
of caricatures to such magazines as Puck, Life, Judge, 
Collier's, Vanity Fair , and Harper's Bazaar. In 1922 he 
designed a theater curtain of caricatures for Chauve-Souris. 
In 1925 he made drawings for a special edition of Balzac's 
Droll Stories . Barton is the author of Science in Rhyme 
Without Reason, published 1924, and God's Country, pub-
lished 1929 . In God's Country the author "makes merry with 
his country's history, choosing those scenes which best 
lend themselves to caricature and burlesque and illust ra-
39 
ting them with drawings in the same spirit of buf'fooner;y . " 
In a criticism of the same book, Robert Littell, in the 
Niay 1929 issue of the Bookman, says that although a great 
deal of Ivir . Barton's fun-making is not much f'un 11 his illus-
40 
trations are on the other hand , quite wonderful." 
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inspired ~Ir . Barton to make use of certain poetical 
material overlooked by the prosier narrators of the 
world's adventures. Here is a garland of verse and 
pictures containing libelous portraits of the master 
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scientists of the ages and many a gem of thought 
which never occurred to any of them. All of the 
leading problems are rhythmically considered, from 
aeronautics., aesthetics and astronomy straight 
8 · 41 through to zo logy. --N. Y. Tribune . 
In 1925 Barton was the illustrator for Gentlemen Pre-
fer Blondes. His caricatures are dramatic, droll, and full 
of lively expression. 
:,icClelland Barclay ( 1891- ) is a St . Louis painter 
and illustrator who has received numerous prizes for pos-
ter work. He was the pupil of Halsey Cooley Ives, George 
R. Bridgman, and Thomas Fogarty . During the norld War Bar-
clay painted striking posters. Two of them won first awards: 
"Navy Poster11 , 1917; and nu .s.M.C. Recruiting Poster" . His 
allegorical paintings of the "Cormnerce of Chicago 11 received 
a first prize from the Chicago Association of Cormnerce. 
Barclay is a member of the Chicago Art Club and the 
Art ~tudents League of ew Yo ·k. 
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T:lli. RE!: D OF ,..USSOURI GRU'HIC ART 
The future development of Missouri graphic art does 
not necessarily mean its improvement - Missouri art is 
good , and not, as a class , weakened by extreme styles, 
fads, and srnne of the bizarre modern techniques - but 
rather it means the increase of the gamut of artistic ex-
pression . That range is ever increasing and widening every 
place , and all along the way there have been forward trends 
followed by backward movements, or even mere mimicry. At 
times , as in the "back to Turner"·movement, it has been 
well , indeed , to go back and re-interpret an artist who 
seemed to have produced art which was ahead of art in his 
time . It seems'now as though the artist of today will need 
to go forward in this rapidly changing order of the machine 
age . 
Modernism, with its freedom to express and its literal 
expression of nature and life - even their uglinesses has 
been a product 0f the times which led to the era of the 
110. 
machine rule which is upon us . With that era come order, 
tidiness, dignified construction, discipline, centralized 
control , and a certain rigidity - perhaps it is hardness . 
Art reflects the society which produces it . The modern 
artist will express these ideals. 
And what of ruissouri specifically? St . Louis is un-
deniably the center of art in Missouri. St. Louis is in 
same ways unique. She has never enjoyed a boom; she has 
never suffered a reaction, therefore, from a boom. St. 
Louis is old, respectable, sure of her position, and with 
an air of permanence that permeates her very streets; but 
St. Louis is also progressive , normally so, and is an in-
dustrial center . St . · Louis art will progress along the 
lines of the modern machine age ~nd lead the way for all 
111.ii ssouri . 
Throughout the nineteent". century and so far in the 
twentieth, Missouri artists have shown themselves to be 
sensitive to the art of the world - giving where they could 
and benefiting at all times from the gifts of other arts . 
The i.,1issouri artist 01' today, and the present day artist 
generally , will have done with his pupilage which will be 
thorough in its scope and then, with sincerity and fear-
lessness, go his way alone finding new paths, modern ones 
whether they be good or bad . Color, brilliant and vivacious, 
will be his to delight in. l'ypical lissour:i. themes will 
be present in the new order - street scenes, industries, 
characteristic still-life, genre - old and yet ever of 
new variety, and Missouri's personality will be manif ested 
in those themes from her li f'e story. Some artists will 
hold to old ffiethods of painting, but they will intensify 
and simplify actual appearances in such a way that their 
work will be interpretive rather than imitative. Let us 
hope tl'lat all will be serious, sincere, and strong in 
character - worthy of the pioneers of the State. 
.LL:; . 
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